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State Treasurer Mark Murray will replace President Arend D.
Lubbers to become GVSU’s first new leader in 32 years.

The university ended a Fivemonth long, nationwide search
process last Wednesday when
the
Grand
Valley
State
University Board of Trustees
selected State Treasurer Mark
Murray to replace retiring
President Arend D. Lubbers.
Murray will serve as the third
president in the history of
GVSU beginning June 30, when
Lubbers bids farewell.
After a tough competition
between Murray, 46, and
President of the University of
Maine-Augusta Dr. Owen
Cargol, 50, Murray walked
away a winner with a 6 to 2 vote
in his favor. That same morning,
both candidates underwent a
thorough interview process with
the board that was open to the
public.
‘‘This is a monumental day in
the history of GVSU,” said
Dorothy A. Johnson, vice chair
of the board and chair of the
presidential search committee,

Sunk ell vfg smiling oil
The world's largest offshore oil
platform sank in just a few minutes
Tuesday. Five days after powerful
blasts rocked the rig and killed 10
people.
Petrobras has confirmed the
platform has started to spill oil in
waters north of Rio de Janeiro
state.
The state's Environmental
Secretary. Andre Correa, said
Petrobras is in a race against the
clock to minimize the spilling.
Correa estimates the slick that
could form could be as wide as
600 meters in diameter.
The 40-storey-tall rig, 75 miles
(120 kilometers) off the Brazilian
coast, was ravaged last Thursday
by explosions and fire that killed at
least two workers.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is printed on recycled paper
using soy based inks.
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at the board’s open meeting in
the Cook DeWitt Auditorium.
“As Board of Trustee members,
finding a new president is the
single
most
important
responsibility we have.”
Johnson reviewed the search
process,
which
included
campus-wide open forums and
the hard work of board
members, faculty, staff, students
and community members of the
search committee.
Search
committee members also visited
each
candidate
at
their
respective positions and each
candidate came to GVSU’s
campus for open discussions
with the campus community.
Johnson explained that the
search committee really did too
good of a job because both of
the candidates were well
qualified for the job.
“I have had many sleepless
nights trying to decide if I could
pick just one,” agreed Donna K.
Brooks, chair of the board.
David Arnoff, the newest
trustee, was the first to cast his
vote, which he did so in favor of

Murray although he felt Cargol
was a strong candidate as well.
“The competition between
them is a competition of
strengths,” Arnoff said. “He
|Murray 1 strikes me as they type
of person who follows through
with what he says he’s going to
do.”
Board member Jessie F.
Dalman, who was also a
member
of
the
search
committee, voted for Cargol
mainly
because
of
his
experience in higher education
and his doctorate.
“I value hands-on experience,”
she said, “and I do want a leader
who has a terminal degree.”
Board member and former
Speaker of the Michigan House,
Paul Hillegonds, brought an
interesting twist to the voting
process. Hillegonds admitted he
had worked with Murray in
Lansing
and
had
even
encouraged him to apply for this
position.
“What we have heard this
PLEASE SEE MURRAY, 15

GVSU honors geographer
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Graduating Lakers are only allotted six tickets for family
members to attend the university’s graduation ceremony.

Grad tickets scarce
Katie Pohler
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Abbey Hetlmansperger

Noted geographer Harm de Blij received an honorary doctorate last Thursday in the Cook
DeWitt Center from GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers and Provost Glenn A. Neimeyer.

The latest information on the
new General Education themes for
incoming Grand Valley State
University freshmen is now
available online.
By logging onto
www.gvsu.edu/acad/gened_themes.
html#, GVSU students and their
academic advisors can view all 20
new themes with information listed
on each theme.
The site can also be accessed
through the GVSU home page by
logging onto www.gvsu.edu.
Students can select “Current
Students” then “Academics” and
then "Gen Ed" themes.

Friday
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Padnos International
Center launches lectures

New General ed themes
available online

29

Changing of the guard

Grand Valley State University’s
Student Senate passed a
controversial resolution at last
Thursday’s weekly Senate meeting.
The resolution reads, “Let it be
resolved, that the Grand Valley
State University Student Senate
calls upon the 107th United States
Congress to overturn the section of
the Higher Education Act of 1998
that denies or delays access to
financial aid based upon
convictions or drug-related
offenses.”
This resolution will be reviewed
for consideration by GVSU’s
Board of Trustees and will be
eventually voted on by university
President Arend D. Lubbers.

The Padnos International Center
at Grand Valley State University is
sponsoring a free lecture series
focusing on international topics
and locations. The series will run
throughout March and April.
Members of the university
community are invited, as well as
members of the general public.
Each of the lectures will begin at
7 p.m. and will be held in the
Loosemore Auditorium in GVSU’s
downtown DeVos Center.
The first lecture will be held on
March 21 and will feature Gayla
Jewell of GVSU’s Kirkhof School
of Nursing. Jewell will discuss a
Nicaragua nursing project.
On April 3, Jean McFadden will
present “Children of Crisis: Child
Welfare around the World.”
McFadden is a faculty member in
GVSU’s School of Social Work.
A third lecture will be held on
April 10. Amy Lewellen-Contreras
of the university’s Padnos
International Center will present
“Sustainable Coffee Farming in
Honduras.”
“Turkey-Beyond Istanbul” will
be the last lecture in the series,
presented by GVSU history
Professor Jim Goode.
More information on this lecture
series is available by calling the
Padnos International Center at 8953898.

50

Thursday: Mostly cloudy
Weekend: Scattered snow
showers. High in the 40s.
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Ann Pearson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley State University honored Harm de
Blij, Ph D., with an honorary degree last Thursday,
March 15. A full house of faculty and students
crowded into the Cook-DeWitt Center to view the
ceremony.
De Blij is a world-renowned geographer who has
traveled to more than 100 countries. He is
founding editor of National Geographic Research,
the National Geographic Society’s scholarly
journal. De Blij was geography editor of ABC’s
“Good Morning America” for seven years. Since
1996, he has been acting as the geography analyst
for NBC News.
GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers said that de
Blij had an “International upbringing.”
Born in the Netherlands, de Blij studied in both
Europe and Africa before earning a doctorate
degree from Northwestern University in
geography. He has received honorary degrees
from North Carolina University. Michigan State

University, Rhode Island College and Marshall
University. De Blij’s other accomplishments
include receiving the title of distinguished
professor at Georgetown University’s School of
Foreign Service and, more recently, Michigan
State University.
De Blij’s interests do not entirely lie within the
boundaries of geography. He is a violinist who has
played with several orchestras and chamber
groups. Collecting wine is one of de Blij’s
hobbies. He received the 1984 Medal of the OIV
in Paris, and has written many books on the
subject. Wine: A Geographic Appreciation is
among those titles.
In fact, De Blij has published more than 30
books, including many textbooks used by many
U.S. colleges and universities today. An additional
honor bestowed upon de Blij was an Emmy Award
from the American Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences.
GVSU wished to “honor someone who is

Graduation is one of those
monumental and life-changing
events in a person’s life.
Students say goodbye to the
years of homework, exams and
professors and step into the real
world, ready to make a mark.
Graduation is an affair to
celebrate a vast accomplishment
with family and friends, yet
Grand Valley State University
students have to limit the
number of loved ones attending
their upcoming graduation to
six.
Many graduating seniors are
not happy that they have to limit
their guest list. Jennifer Dunlap
is an accounting major and will
be graduating in April. She said
it has taken a lot of hard work
and she was planning on sharing

her moment with her family.
Having only six tickets to
distribute, Dunlap will have to
eliminate some of her family.
“I wasn’t upset about the
number of tickets because I
realize they have to put a limit, “
Dunlap said. “What I’m upset
about is that they [the Dean of
Students office] are doing
nothing to help bridge the gap
between the students that need
extra tickets and those that have
extra tickets.”
Dunlap feels she is being cast
aside because GVSU is no
longer getting her tuition
dollars.
Bart Merkle, dean of students,
said that the office provides each
student with six tickets based on
the anticipated participation in
the commencement and the
PLEASE SEE TICKETS, 18

PLEASE SEE DEGREE, 18

Alumni house calls for cash
Rachel Izzo

Grand Valley Lanthorn

27 Grand Valley State
University students, hired by the
Alumni Relations Department,

have been spending a lot of time
on the phone since January,
They are trying to raise money
for the Capital Campaign, a
project which will raise the
$200,000 that is still needed to

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Kim Blok

Chad Ludtke (left) and Lindsay Buckley (right) call GVSU
alumni for donations from the Pepsi Communications Center.

pay for the $2.5 million Grand
Valley State Alumni House.
The Capital Campaign is a
five-year project that was
launched in October 1998,
explained
Nancee
Miller,
director of Alumni Relations.
When an alumni makes a pledge
they have the rest of the project
to pay it. Currently, there would
be about three years left to pay
on a pledge.
“If they pledged in the first
year they would have five years
to pay it off,” said Miller. “If
they pledge right now they have
the remainder of the project to
pay.”
During the on-going phone-athon, students have been saying
“Hello” to about 44 thousand
GVSU alumni in an attempt to
PLEASE SEE ALUMNI, 15
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State Treasurer Mark
Murray’s interview won the
vote of the Board of Trustees.
Lindsey Hugeuer
Grand Valley Lan thorn

One man wanted to tour the
campus on his first day as Grand
Valley States University’s new
president and meet the students.
The other planned to learn the
ropes of the president’s office
and
set
up
important
appointments during his first
hours as president. Both men
wanted to replace current GVSU
president Arend D. Lubbers and
become the university’s first
new leader in 32 years. And the
GVSU Board of Trustees could
pick only one.
State Treasurer Mark Murray,
46, and president of the
University of Maine-Augusta
Dr. Owen Cargol, 50, underwent
a public interview process with
the board last Wednesday to

compete for the presidency of
GVSU.
Eight board members took
turns asking the candidates
tough questions as they
appeared separately in the stage
of the Cook-DeWitt Auditorium.
The interviews, which began at
9:30 a.m. and lasted until noon,
were the candidates’ last chance
to make their mark before the
board voted at 2 p.m. that
afternoon.
Cargol was the first candidate
to be interviewed. Prior to his
1996 appointment as president
of the University of MaineAugusta, Cargol worked on an
academic track record, which
included his posts as president
of Cleveland State College in
Tennessee and vice president for
academic affairs at Highline
College in Seattle.
He holds a bachelor’s in
business administration and
horticulture, a master’s in adult
and
higher
education
administration and a doctorate in
higher education administration.
Once the interview began,
Cargol was given five minutes
to talk about his background.
He used his time to tell the board
and
audience about his
childhood growing up in New
Orleans in a working class
family. He said the first time he
knew he wanted to be a college
president was while working on
a research project at Penn State
with the university’s president.
Cargol told about his way up
the ladder to his position as
president at U. of Maine.
“When I took charge at the
University of Maine, my goal
was to fix the university,” he
said.
When asked where he saw
GVSU and higher education in

general five years from now,
Cargol said that because of
differences in funding support,
it’s changing what institutions
are doing to carve out a name for
themselves.
“GVSU has chosen to be an
excellent teaching and learning
institution
that
values
scholarship,” he said. “The
question we would have to
address is will we relocate
resources
more
towards
research?”
Vice chair of the board
Dorothy Johnson asked Cargol
what
three
main
accomplishments he is most
proud of. He said that his wife
and two sons are his most
important
accomplishment.
Following close behind are his
graduation from Louisiana State
University; he was the first in
his working class family to
obtain a college degree. His
PLEASE SEE TWO, 11
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Candidate Owen Cargol had
big plans for the university.
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Brian Miller stands in the
wall, part of El Durain
Museum House in Kawait.
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Grand Valley State University
senior Brian Miller was recently
given the opportunity to expand
his frame of reference and
browse with diplomats of U.S.
and foreign countries. This
expansion took form in a tenday trip to Kuwait.
Miller, a liberal studies major
with an emphasis in Middle
Eastern studies, is the Secretary
General of the Michigan
University Model Arab League.
This group is operated under the
National Council on US-Arab
Relations, and it provides
college students with the
opportunities to learn more
about the countries they are
studying.
The cost of almost the entire
trip was taken care of by a
scholarship given in part by the
Kuwait-American Foundation
and Kuwait University, where
Miller and the eight other
students from around the
country lodged during their
visit.
The group left on Feb. 7 for
Washington, D.C., where they
spoke with some members of the

A great opportunityfor college and university students
Attend Schoolcraft College
Be smart this summer.
Earn college credits while you’re on summer vacation.
Schoolcraft College welcomes “guest students”
You can take your general education and prerequisites courses
and be that much doscr to your degree.

State Dept, about views on the
situation in the Middle East.
Miller stated that a certain
member gave some “off the
record” views pertaining to the
media and the Middle East,
which he had found interesting.
“I was fortunate to meet some
people in the State Dept.,” said
Miller. “They gave us some
advice about what to do to help
get in
[for employment
purposes] and about what to
expect.”
In Kuwait, Miller spoke with
members of Kuwaiti Parliament,
and also with a number of
different Kuwaiti organizations.
One speaker delivered an
interesting and almost disturbing
issue. Prisoners of War,
otherwise known as POWs.
Iraq apparently is still holding
605 Kuwaiti citizens inside its
nation, and has been holding
them since the Gulf War ended
10 years ago.
Under
negotiations after the war, Iraq
was ordered to give up all
prisoners, as was Kuwait.
Kuwait complied promptly,
while eyewitness accounts,
testimonials
and
Iraqi
documents left in Kuwait after
the war give more than enough
evidence to the whereabouts of
the missing Kuwaitis.
“The speaker was really
moving,” said Miller. “He talked
about the invasion, then the
occupation and, in a very
emotional manner, about his son
being taken prisoner.”
The fact that there are still
missing people somewhat
darkens the mood of what
should have been joyful and
celebratory time. Feb. 25 was
the 40th anniversary of Kuwaiti
independence, and Feb. 26 was
the 10th anniversary of its

liberation
from
Iraq,
consecutively National Day and
Liberation Day.
Some major names from the
United
States
attended,
including George Bush Sr. and
General Norman Schwarzcopf.
“The city was covered in flags
and decorations and lights,” said
Miller. “It was amazing.”
Miller himself got a great deal
out of his trip. His personal
interests include photography,
and one of his main purposes in
going was to help expand his
portfolio. His portfolio already
includes photos of a trip he took
to Egypt.
“Someday I would really like
to be a photographer for
National Geographic,” said
Miller.
Rubbing elbows with some
important people was also one
of Miller’s personal reasons for
going. He is also applying for a
full scholarship offered by
Kuwait University, where he
would study Arabic.
If given the scholarship, Miller
has applied to the Arab Times,
one
of
Kuwait’s
seven
newspapers. He would like to
be a photographer and a staff
writer there.
One fact Miller found very
interesting was the way in which
the movie “Three Kings”
depicted life in the Middle East.
“They dealt with the issues
very intelligently,” said Miller.
He also said that they depicted
the torture methods used by Iraq
fairly accurately.
Miller operates a Web site with
more photos of this trip and his
previous trip to Egypt, as well as
other photos. He is currently
planning a trip to Syria to collect
more photographs. His Web site
is www2.gvsu.edu/~millebrw.
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Grad students put their lives on hold to teach

gvldig
Campus

Kristen Meyer

from press reports
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liigiisli tor grstosstoaato
The Van Andel Global Trade
Center on Grand Valley State
University’s downtown Pew
campus has designed an English
for Professionals program, which
will help non-native English
speaking professionals to improve
their speaking, reading, listening
and writing skills.
The program was designed by
the center because English is
becoming the international
language of commerce. The
English course will run from 45:30 p.m. April 23 to June 1 every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
the Van Andel Global Trade Center
in the downtown DeVos Center.
Cost for the course is $595 before
April 15 and $625 after this date.
For more information on the
course, contact Jeffrey Meyer,
executive director of the trade
center, at (616) 771-6811.

k
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Josh Fedoruk

GTC student Chris Mack (left)
works with Scott Tusing at
Rogers Lane Elementary
school in Wyoming.

Lindsey Hugelier

The Michigan Department of
Transportation will increase
construction on the M-6/I-96
interchange as soon as weather
permits. Although MDOT worked
throughout the winter months with
very little traffic impact, upcoming
work will require lane closures.
MDOT crews will begin
construction of eastbound 1-96.
This work will require eastbound
traffic to shift across the median to
the westbound lanes.
Throughout the spring, one lane
of eastbound travel will remain
open and two lanes of westbound
travel will also remain open.
For more information on the M6/1-96 construction, log on to
www.mdot.state.mi.us.

This past summer, two
Americans found out what the
term sweatshop really means.
Jim Keady, a former assistant
soccer coach from St. John’s
University in New York, and
Leslie Kretzu, a human rights
activist, spent this past summer

Open house tor lohn
Sundstrom.

living on $1.25 a day with
Nike’s shoe factory workers in
Tangerang, Indonesia.
Keady, Kretzu and six other
human rights activists lived and
worked with these sweatshop
employees during their six
month long campaign, the
Living Wage Project.
"The women and men working
in Nike’s factories cannot afford

Photo courtesy of www.nikewages.org

Grand Valley State University’s
Information Technology
department will bid farewell to
their director. John Sundstrom. at
the end of March. Sundstrom will
leave the university after 13 years
of service.
An open house will be held in
his honor from 3-5 p.m. on Friday,
March 30, in the Alumni House
and Visitor Center. All GVSU
faculty and staff members are
invited to attend the event.

Spring programs at
Ottawa County Parks
Ottawa County Parks is offering
various naturalist-led programs and
field trips throughout April and
May for those residents interested
in the outdoors and the natural
history of Ottawa County.
Upcoming spring programs
include Pigeon River Greenway
Hikes, which will allow
participants to view the newly
acquired lands along the river, and
a Rosy Mound Dune Trek to learn
about the dunes along Lake
Michigan.
There will also be a number of
Wildflowcr Walks and Birdwalks
throughout the county’s parks. For
more information and a free
program schedule, call the county
parks office at (616) 738-4810 or
send an e-mail to
parks&recCa>co. Ottawa, mi. us.

A Nike factory worker’s home in Tangerang, Indonesia
depicts the effects of living on $1.25 a day. Directly next to
the house is a garbage dump, the only open area for children
to play.

GVSU’s Anthropology Club is
collecting English-language books
to be sent to a poor Tibetan school
in India.
Those who donate Englishlanguage books appropriate for KI2grades will be placed in a
drawing for gift certificates to
Barnes and Noble Booksellers.
There are collection boxes
located in various locations around
campus including Laker Village
North and South, the Children’s
Center, the Ravine Center, and the
front desks of Living Centers 1, II,
III and IV.
Books will also be collected near
the Student Life Office of the
Kirkhof Center and 1152 Au Sable.

their basic human needs,”
Kretzu said after just one week
of living on the wages. “This is
outrageous considering that they
are working 8-15 hours per day,
6-7 days a week for the most
profitable sportswear company
in the world,”
For the past three months,
Keady and Kretzu have been
touring
college
campuses
around the nation with an
interactive media presentation
entitled “Real Life Survivor
Story: Starving on a Nike
Sweatshop Wage.”
“We will continue to work to
bring the stories of Nike workers
to the world,” Keady said.
“They are not just ‘Nike factory
workers,’ they are our fellow
human beings, our brothers and
sisters.”
The project team hopes to
accomplish three goals in the
fight against sweatshops. They
want to establish a living wage,
have management bargain
collectively with unions and
establish truly independent
monitoring of the factories.
“We will strive to give them a
voice to let the world know that
they are suffering and in need of
justice,” said Keady, who brings

Lindsey Hugeuer
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley State University
President Arend D. Lubbers will
be honored with a distinguished
award from Leadership Grand
Rapids,
a
leadership
development program of the
Grand Rapids Chamber of
Commerce, on March 28.
Lubbers will join Diana
Seiger, president of the Grand
Rapids Community Foundation,
to receive the “Distinguished
Community Trustee Awards” at
Leadership Grand Rapids’
annual fundraising ceremony.
The Event!, next Wednesday at
Aquinas College.
“This annual award is
presented to Grand Rapids
citizens
who
distinguish
themselves through their service
and commitment to the
community,” said Cynthia

Wood, executive director of
Leadership Grand Rapids.
“They (Lubbers and SeigerJ
both understand and foster the
interrelationships
and
interdependence
of
all
community systems where they
work and volunteer.”
Lubbers, who will retire from
the university at the end of June
after 32 years of service, has
been a respected leader
throughout
Grand
Rapids
because of his work with the
university.
Under Lubbers’ leadership,
GVSU has grown from a small
liberal arts college to a thriving
university with campuses in
Allendale, downtown Grand
Rapids, Holland. Muskegon,
Traverse City and, most
recently, Detroit.
“Over the past three decades I
have worked with many
wonderful community leaders
and
developed
a
deep

appreciation for the people in
Grand Rapids and the way they
work together,” Lubbers said. “I
am humbled and gratified to
receive this award for my
participation in that process.”
In addition to his university
responsibilities. Lubbers serves
on a variety of community
boards including the Citizens
League of Grand Rapids,
Greater Grand Rapids Economic
Area Team and the Heart of
West Michigan United Way.
Seiger has also demonstrated
leadership characteristics in the
Field of community foundations.
She serves on the boards and
committees of the Council of
Michigan Foundations and the
national
Council
on
Foundations.
Seiger has also served on other
numerous
boards
and
committees, such as the
Chamber of Commerce regional
issues committee as well as

Grand Valley Lanthorn

On June 30, Grand Valley
State University’s President
Arend D. Lubbers will not be the
only one to step down from his
post. The university’s Arts and
Humanities department dean
will be resigning from his
deanship and will return to
teaching German history next
fall.
Three members from the
department’s faculty have been
nominated to replace Stark for a
terminal two-year appointment.
The selected candidate’s most
important task as acting dean
will be to begin the search
process for a permanent
department dean.

Provost Glenn Neimeycr has
the responsibility to choose
between Jon Jcllema, state
representative in the Michigan
House and associate professor of
English at GVSU, Chair of the
history
department
and
Associate Professor of history
Frances A. Kelleher, and J.
David McGee, chairman and
associate professor of the Art
and Design department.
Neimeycr will choose between
the three candidates and will
make the final decision
sometime in the next few weeks,
explained Yonglin Jiang of
GVSU’s history department.
Jellema has a history with
GVSU prior to his post as State
Representative in 1994. He
served as an assistant and
associate professor of English at

a unique perspective to the
campaign in that he is the only
known professional or college
athlete that has publicly refused
to
take
part
in
Nike
endorsement.
While working at St. John’s
University, Keady refused to
wear the equipment that Nike
provided to the college’s athletic
teams. He was given an

ultimatum by the university in
May of 1998 and was forced to
resign.
Now the project leader for the
Living Wage Project, Keady
encourages members of the
American public to write to their
congressmen
and
congresswomen to request
PLEASE SEE WAGE, 11

building strong community
connections and being systems
thinkers," Seiger said.

Leadership Grand Rapids.
“I am honored to be added to
the list of other great leaders in
our community who have
received this award.” Seiger
said. “At the Grand Rapids
Community Foundation we
promote civic involvement, and
this award is very encouraging
in that regard.”
Last
summer,
Seiger
participated in a pilot U.S.European exchange program,
where she spoke on the concept
of community foundations
throughout Northern Italy.
This pair of leaders will
receive their awards at The
Event!, which will be held from
5-8:30 p.m. in the Jarecki Center
for Advanced Learning at
Aquinas College.
“Both Arend Lubbers and
Diana Seiger exemplify the four
platforms of the LGR program
with their wealth of leadership
skills, commitment to diversity,

Photo courtesy of GRCF

Diana Seiger, GRCF
president to receive award.

the university from 1972-1994,
including his role as president of
the Faculty Senate from 197778. Jellema holds a bachelor’s in
English Literature from Calvin
College and a master’s in
English from Michigan State
University. He also obtained his
Ph.D. in American Literature
and English Education from
MSU.
Aside from his legislative and
academic duties, Jellema served
as vice president and president
of the Grand Haven Area Public
Schools Board of Education
from 1982-1994.
If selected as dean, Jcllema
hopes to focus on several
programs in the department that
need to be polished, to establish
a core importance within the
department
and,
most

Family Planning
Hudsonvllle:
669-0040
Coopersville:
837-8171

served on various committees,
including
the
Arts
and
Humanities
Executive
Committee and the recent Task
Force on the Honors College.
McGee has also been a part of
GVSU’s Arts and Humanities
faculty since 1998, beginning as
an assistant professor and
moving up to his present post as
chairman
and
associate
professor of the Art and Design
Department at GVSU. He served
as acting dean of Arts and
Humanities from 1997-98.
He received a bachelor’s in
administration and an MA and
Ph.D. in Fine Arts from Indiana
University.
If selected. McGee would
continue to hire quality faculty,

importantly, to begin the search
for a permanent dean.
“The successes of Arts and
Humanities have been the
successes of its faculty and
students,” Jcllema said. “The
role of the dean should be to
provide the guidance, the
resources and the opportunities
for them to continue."
Kelleher has been a member of
the GVSU faculty since 1998,
serving in a variety of positions
including chair of the History
department, assistant dean of
Arts and Humanities and acting
dean of Arts and Humanities in
1990.
Kelleher holds a BA and MA
in History and a Ph.D. in
Modem European History from
New York University.
While at GVSU, Kelleher has

PLEASE SEE DEAN, 11
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Health Department

Low Cost Birth Control
Pap Smears & Exams
STD & Pregnancy Testing
Emergency Contraception
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Activist and Living Wage Project leader, Jim Keady, talks with
Nike sweatshop workers in Tangerang, Indonesia.

Three nominees for new Arts and Humanities dean

County of Ottawa
We Offer:

said.
“It allows us to get
extraordinary, talented people
into the classroom in a small
amount of time, and because the
students are mature adults who
are making a career switch, they
are able to bring many real-life
experiences into the classroom."
The major difference between
the GTC program and the
undergraduate program is that
GTC students begin working in
a classroom immediately while
undergraduate students must
take a variety of education
classes before they can even be
admitted into the School of
Education.
Students who are Interested in
the GTC program are asked to
contact the Advanced Studies in
Education department to register
for an informational meeting.

lubbers and community member to receive award

Lindsey Hugelier

Anthropology club book
drtvs.

secondary education students.
To become certified, however,
many students must also take
additional classes to turn their
undergraduate major into a
teachable major, meeting both
GVSU and the state of
Michigan’s requirements.
For example, a student who
has a Bachelor’s degree in
biology may be required to take
additional science-in-education
courses, Vandervelde said.
The GTC program has existed
for five years and has been
increasingly popular throughout
its history.
Enrollment has jumped from
11 students the first year to 60
students this year.
Vandervelde helped to explain
the increase in popularity.
“There are so many good
things about this program,’’ she

First-hand experience with the LMnn Wage fight
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Increased 1-96
censtractlen

To teach or not to teach? To
graduate students enrolled in
Grand Valley State University’s
Graduate Teaching Certification
(GTC) program, there is no
question.
The accelerate^ education
program
allows
graduate
students who have received their
bachelor’s degree and have been
out of school for at least three
years to become ‘ teacher
certified in just one year.
For that one year, however,
students must put their lives on
hold as they work in an area
school, first teacher assistipg
and then student teaching, while
simultaneously taking a full
schedule of education classes.

“Students make tremendous
sacrifices for the program,
including money and family
life,” said Maggie Vandervekle,
GTC coordinator. ‘‘Each one of
the students has a story about
what he or she has had to give
up,’’ she said.
In order to be admitted to the
GTC program, students must
apply and be admitted to
GVSU’s
master’s
degree
program, complete 25 hours of
volunteer work with students,
pass both the Michigan Basic
Skills Test
for Teacher
Certification and the Subject
Area Test for the student’s
undergraduate major, and obtain
an adequate score on the PreTeacher Perceiver Interview.
The program is 36 credit hours
for
elementary
education
students and 24 credit hours for
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and Body Piercing
Member of the Alliance of
Professional Tattooists
Open Monday - Saturday
Noon until 9:00pm
4176 Lake Michigan Dr. NW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49544
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Mr. President?

&

The Presidential Selection Process left us with few
chances to learn Mr. Murray's educational philosophies.
Now is the time for GVSU’s next president to answer
some questions and provide some vision.

A

GVL | QUESTION OF THE WEEK
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

Just what is Mr. Murray’s idea of a liberal arts or
professional education? How does he intend to make
academic decisions? Which previous well of knowledge
will he draw his water from in guiding this institution?
Now that the locomotive has passed Grand Valley’s
community and pulled into the station to let Mr. Murray off,
he needs to walk back to the community and start the
arduous process of establishing himself as president. He
needs to show all of us what his mission and vision will be.
It seems that most of Grand Valley’s Board of Trustees
and Lansing insiders know him and his style and think
highly of his ability to get the job done. What he needs to
do is bring the members of the Grand Valley community to
the same table.
We suggest that Grand Valley’s third president consider
implementing a system of forums/discussions to accomplish
what the presidential search process did not: offer a
comprehensive opportunity for ALL members of the campus
community to get to know Mr. Murray and his educational
and managerial philosophies.
Grand Valley is undergoing more change than many of
us realize or wish to admit. With every unknown comes a
little more concern over the future direction of this
institution. Grand Valley’s third president should be keen to
this fact. He should engage the community in a discussion
of their feelings and his philosophies. He should belay
concerns by openly addressing issues and allowing some
opportunity for the members of the university community to
share in his ideas and philosophies.

Are you concerned with the labor practices of
companies when you purchase their clothing?

I don't care, 1 don't
pay attention to it. I
pay attention to how
much it costs me and
whether it fits or not.
Senior,
Marketing

I don't really pay
attention to that. If
the price is right, I
buy it.
Finance,
Sophomore

No I don't pay
attention.
I don't
think about it when I
my
purchase
clothing.
Freshman,
Undecided

GVL OPINION POLICY
The Ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom Opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses.
Letters must be signed and
accompanied with current picture
identification.
Letters will be
checked by an employee of the Grand
Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for for letter length is
one page, single spaced.

The Editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not
be held responsible for errors that
appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.

I personally don't
pay attention, but
when I find out that
big name brands
charge lots of money,
that kind of upsets
me. It's ridiculous to
charge Americans
that much money.

I'm
against
sweatshops, and I
don't buy stuff from
the
the
major
companies.
Freshman,
Business

Send letters to:

letters to the editor
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llwse an die cell phones that try
men’s souls_
To the Editor:
Long gone are the days where I would meander
through campus and instantaneously snap my
head in the direction of a ringing cell phone or
sounding beeper. There was a time, if one cannot
recollect, that these now common tools were
considered luxury and not necessity.
It appears that nowadays everyone has jumped
upon the personal communication bandwagon. I
suppose this has been, up to the current point in
time, nothing but a nuisance (with the occasional
individual swerving on the expressway
attempting to “cell and drive,” and the selfproclaimed “important person” who feels it
necessary to leave their beeper on blast during a
movie. Yes indeed, a nuisance at best, until today
that is.
As I sit here in the computer lab I have just
witnessed a potential fight break out between two
individuals over one of them talking on a cell
phone. From across the entire span of Manitou
computer lab the phone ringing and person
chatting could be heard.
While I praise the individual who stood up for
the rights of all others attempting to be
academically productive, I am ashamed for
degrading themselves to the point of near

Freshman,
Creative Writing

Freshman,
Art

Editor - Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, MI 49401-9403

I really don't buy
major brand name
clothes. I buy the
cheapest and most
comfortable I can
find. If I Find out
about a brand I
really don't buy
from them.

physical altercation over something like a phone
call, most probably a phone call that could have
waited until the individual was at home.
Must we become so consumed in our own
comforts and conveniences that we are blind to
the rights of others? By rights I mean the right to
go to a movie and hear only the movie itself and
perhaps some crunching of popcorn.
The right to drive on the road and not fear
getting hit by someone who can’t drive and hold
a piece of technology to their car at the same
time. Finally, the right to do what I am here at
college to do without bearing witness to a
fistfight over the cell phone call. Let’s get back
to the basics people. After all, we each lived
relatively happy lives when these infernal
contraptions were but a twinkle in Sprint or
Motorola’s eyes.

James Damman
English Student

Bush budget wrong lor America
To the Editor:
George W. Bush’s budget proposal has great
potential of leaving the United States in ruins.
The success of Bush’s tax cut depends upon non
existent funds. Bush’s tax plan unreasonably

benefits the wealthy; he could spend less money
on his tax cut while stimulating the economy
more.
Bush proposes a $1.6 trillion tax cut. Bush bases
his tax cut on a surplus of $5.6 trillion, but he is
considering a surplus that includes Social Security
and Medicare savings. It makes saving Social
Security and Medicare impossible. In order to
support his spending for tax cuts, saving Social
Security, and the economic safety net. Bush would
have to dip into entitlement reserves. Bush’s plan
would take money out of Social Security, and then
spend it on saving Social Security. This is like
feeding a starving man his own heart to keep him
from dying of starvation.
Bush’s proclamations that his budget exercises
“fiscal responsibility” are false. Bush’s tax plan
depends on accurate budget surplus projections.
We might have a $1.8 trillion surplus if factors
such as high economic growth, and low
unemployment, and inflation remain the same.
The vitality of Bush’s plan depends on economic
growth being 3.3% next year, and 3.1%
throughout the rest of the decade. The Commerce
Department reported that current economic growth
is l.l %, 1/3 of what Bush’s plan needs to work.
Bush is predicting an economic slow down. If
Bush is correct on this the projected surpluses over
the next 10 years will be likely much lower than
projected. Alas Bush’s budget proposal is about as
safe as the wax wings of Icarus.
Bush could spend less on tax cuts while actually

stimulating the economy
more. The proposed tax cut may sound favorable
to many, but it is truly favorable only to 1% of all
Americans, and unfavorable to the other 99%.
Bush’s tax cut spends more money on tax cuts for
the wealthiest 1% than on all of his new spending
proposals for health care, prescription drugs,
education and national defense combined. Bush
and other Republicans like to say that the surplus
isn’t the government’s money, that it is the
people’s money. Indeed it is the people’s money,
which is why 50% of it should not be given to
those of the top 1%. Large tax cuts for the wealthy
is simply a throw back to the days of the failed
ideology of trickle-down economics. The top 1%
makes at least $319,(XX) a year, and an average of
$915,000, and many of them make much more.
Bush proposes to give this top 1% an average of
$44,757. For these people there generally isn’t a
better car they can drive nor a better meal they can,
or anyway to improve their standard of living.
Alas, the money given to the wealthy will likely
not be spent, and thus will not create the demand
for additional good and services, and not create
jobs to fulfill that demand, thus not resulting in
economic prosperity as trickle-down economics its
supporters suggest it would do.
George W. Bush’s budget plan is fiscally
irresponsible. It is a proposal that endangers our
nation that also lacks a plan to use the national
resources of the United States more efficiently.

David Tihergien
Student
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letters to the editor

GVL COMMUNITY TALK IN DEPTH - Harm deBlij’s comments on Islam
Geographer Harm
deBlij recently
received an honorary
doctorate from
GVSU. Several
readers wrote in to
make comments
concerning his
Photo from University
remarks on Islam at
Communications
a recent special
convocation held by the Geography
and Planning Department. Their
remarks have been grouped in this
special 4Talk-in-Depth ’ section.

la Bill message shews that Grand
Valley still has a lam way to asTo the Editor:
On Thursday, March 15, the highest
administrative officers, many robed faculty and
hundreds of students crowded into the CookDeWitt Center to honor Professor Harm de Blij, a
scholar, we were assured, who had reached the
pinnacle of academic success in the field of
geography.
What words of wisdom I wondered would he
share, this honoree, who had visited every comer
of the globe over the course of a long and
distinguished career.
And then began a 20-minute unrelenting attack
upon his chosen foe, Islam and its 1.1 billion
adherents. He led us from Amsterdam to Nigeria,
from Hong Kong to Indonesia, from Spain to
Palestine, all the while warning of the menace
that this rapidly growing faith represented. He
packed his brief sermon with exaggerations and
generalizations. What he presented was simply
propaganda. As he built his indictment, he
presented no recognition of the complexities of
Islam. Rather, he had combined a series of the
most extreme examples to create a monster,
against which he issued a call to battle.
A university must be open to a broad range of
views, but they should be presented in a forum
where there can be an exchange of ideas, where
controversial ones can be made to defend
themselves. Given the nature of the ceremony last
Thursday, there could be no opportunity to
challenge the speaker’s misrepresentations as
there would have been in a normal lecture
situation. When the university lionizes candidates
like Professor de Blij in such investitures, it puts
them beyond immediate accountability. Absent
such opportunity, we expect departments and the
administration to bring before us initiates whose
words will encourage and enlighten us, not
appeal to our baser instincts and prejudices.
Then there arises the question of why Professor
de Blij chose to make this vituperative speech at
our university. I have read other speeches he
gave in Boston and elsewhere, and in those there
is only the faintest hint of what he presented to us
in full-blown version. Did he conclude that such
statements, for whatever reason, would be
tolerated, perhaps even embraced, at GVSU? I
hope not. But we must all wonder what image
we present to the world outside Allendale.
We need to ask ourselves whether such a
speech would have been made about any other
minority group today. Unfortunately, Muslims
still seem to be fair game.
What message does our honoring this man send
to the Muslim students on our campus (indeed to
all our students) and to the thousands of Muslims
throughout Michigan? (At least one Muslim
student expressed his shock and anger to me last
week. Were there others?) As we continue the
campaign to internationalize the university and to
diversify the student body, what immense harm
such incidents can produce.
Over the past 15 years, I have worked with
colleagues at Grand Valley to try to demystify
Islam. And now this. If someone had asked me
last Wednesday for an assessment of our success,
I would have replied, “we have come a long
way.” After Thursday, my reply must be, “we
still have a long way to go.”

Jim Goode
Coordinator of
Middle East Studies

made the following
relationship: Islam-oppressive governments and
violation of human rights. Not only did he talk
about those, far away countries, but when
presenting the “threat” of Islam, he coupled it
with saying that “oh, by the way there are more
Muslims in the US, than there are Jews”. I
believe that 90% of the students attending the
lecture did not know much about Islam before
they heard him speak, and they just got all of
their stereotypes reinforced.
So, Dr. de Blij, instead of building bridges
between nations and societies, his speech
contributed to increased hatred and intolerance.

Bosnia and 1 have been attending this university
for four years now, however, I have never felt
discriminated against. That is, until last Thursday.
Dr. de Blij’s lecture was nothing more than a
discriminatory speech, which should not have
been allowed at a university that praises diversity
and equality. Had Dr. de Blij, by any chance,
spoken about African Americans, gays, or any
other minority in the US the same way, he would
not only be denounced by the university, but he
would make a lot of press, too. It is a shame that
he can still get away with talking about Islam and
Muslims in such a manner.
Dr. de Blij did not, at any point in his
presentation, differentiate between Islam, the
religion and extremist, corrupt governments that
are in power in some of the countries he talked
about. In talking about Indonesia, for example, he

It HU’S CMMMMS a SMI MMM

for Msllm student
To the Editor:
It should be our desire to offer the people of
God the opportunity to worship and grow
together in a community that preserves the
richness of our heritage, while reflecting the
cultural diversity of American civilization. It was
a very sad moment for me as a Muslim student
sitting in my beloved Grand Valley State
University’s Cook Dewitt Center listening to the
esteemed geographer Harm deBlij talking about
Islam as a challenge after receiving his honorary
degree from Grand Valley State University.
It was a very sad moment for me as a Muslim
student to hear a person of such distinction and
international experience literally bashing the
fastest growing religion in the world, Islam,
without adequate explanation. I understand that
freedom of speech is guaranteed by the
Constitution, but this liberty should not be
abused. Mr. deBlij made it sound as if Islamic
laws (Sharia) are barbaric in nature and a great
danger to Western Civilization. He talked about
Islam as a religion, which is forcing conversions
upon people around the globe. First, Islam and
Islamic laws (Sharia) are not barbaric. Rather
than criticizing Islam, we need to learn why
Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world.
Islam is a religion of peace. What we are
witnessing in Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia is not
the teachings of the Quran. These regimes are
using the Sharia for their personal political
interests. We cannot blame any religion if the
leaders use religious doctrine for their own
personal benefits. What the Talaban are doing in
Afghanistan is not Islamic at all. Islam protects
the rights of non-Muslims and minorities.
Mr. deBlij used the former president of
Indonesia, Mr. Suharto, as an example of an
Islamist whose measures were inspiring Muslims
to attack non-Muslims living in Indonesia. Mr.
deBlij, I would like to invite you to read a
translation of the Quran, where it describes the
qualities of a good Muslim leader as one who is
honest, one who cares for the welfare of his
people rather than his own family etc. We all
know that Mr. Suharto was a corrupt politician,
and he did not do much for his people but he did
a lot for his family. You mean to tell me that
when Mr. Suharto decided to send people from
predominantly Muslim islands to a Muslim
minority area then it is the fault of Islam and
Sharia. According to Islam Mr. Suharto is not
even close to being a good Muslim leader.
Sharia promotes tolerance not hate. If
preaching is bad than all the Christian
organizations working around the globe are as
guilty as any other faith. Islam denounces
forcible conversions and history speaks clearly on
this matter.
I wish Grand Valley State University would be
more careful in choosing whom to honor in the
future. We need to promote diversity and that
can only be achieved by means of tolerance for
each other. Speakers like Harm deBlij do not
serve our purpose of making our great institution
an exemplary and diverse campus.

business this summer...

Take care of
JL

Nerina Cevra
International Relations

or psychology or math...
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and complete a guest
student packet. Jus!
call 810 445.7999 or
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Alexander Bashir
GVSU Student
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Administration wrong to honor
Harm do Bill

.0

To the Editor:

0>

Get this process
started early;

registration starts
March 19 2001 and
summer classes begin
May 21 or June 11.20011.

I’m writing to express my utmost
disappointment with the administration’s decision
to honor Dr. Harm de Blij with an honorary
doctorate degree from our university. After
listening to Dr. de Blij’s lecture, I felt ashamed to
be a part of this university. Prof. De Blij’s
academic presentation of the “Global Challenge
of Islam”
seemed more
like 21st
CALLING FUTURE
century “Red
Scare” than an
informative
lecture.
I am a
vited to attend aa information session on
Muslim from
Central Michigan University’s
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Wednesday, February 28,2001
Wednesday, March 28,2001
Wednesday, April 18,2001
held at 6:00 p.m. in Pearce 136.
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19-bau Fiance & Italy Tour

Walk the Champ-Elysees in Paris, see
Michelangelo's 'David' in Florence, ride a
gondola in romantic Venice, and much more.
Price ranges from $3160 - $3560.

11-Dau Taste of France

Tour

Begin your adventure in France with visits to
Paris and the Normandy Landing Beaches.
See the Loire Valley, Lyon, the French Riviera
and more. Price ranges from $2160 - $2560.
11-bau Treasures of Italy Tour

Tours include air fare from Grand Rapids,
motor coach, tour escort, sightseeing, hotels,
most meals, tips and all taxes. Prices are
per person, double occupancy.
For a brochure, call...

Visit all the famous sites you've seen in
pictures . . . St. Peter’s Square, the Leaning
Tower of Pisa, Canals of Venice, and more.
Price ranges from $2220 - $2620.

616/957-1000

M ( M I ! «

Image Travel, Inc.
2828 Kraft Ave. SE, Grand Rapids. MI 49512
www.imagetravelinc.com

Integrity In Travel
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Campus
, from press reports

On March 28 and 29 from noon
to 5:45 p.m. in the Grand River
Room in Kirkhof, Grand Valley
{State University is holding another
jiblood drive. The event is
sponsored by VolunteerIGVSU,
Health and AIDS, American Red
^Cross and Country Fresh Ice
•Cream.
In this blood drive, participants
will be able to receive free ice
cream. “Give a pint, get a pint" is
the slogan for the blood drive. The
Chairs of the drive are hoping to
get more than 300 pints of blood
, during the course of the two days.
They are also looking for any
volunteers to work at the drive.
Interested students can sign up in
the Leadership and Volunteer
Center located on the second floor
, of Kirkhof. For more information,
call the LAVC at 895-3263.
r'

Labor Danes Team
t

? Grand Valley State University’s
Laker Dance Team will soon be
' hosting their spring tryout for the
2001-02 season. They held on last
fall and gained ten new members
?to the team. However, this year
they plan to hold only a spring
‘.tryout.
They will be hosting tryouts for
next year’s team on March 23, 24
and 25. The tryouts will be held in
•the dance studio in the Fieldhouse
all three days. The times
scheduled are Friday from 6-9
p.m., Saturday from 12-3 p.m. and
Sunday’s tryout times will be
assigned after Saturday’s practice.
There is no set number of girls
they are looking to take. The
number of girls chosen will be
based strictly on skill and
presentation. There is no limited
number to tryout. The tryout fee is

:$5.
, If you have any further
questions, e-mail
lakerdanceteam@hotmail.com.

Summer jobs that don’t have to be work

Jennifer Wildey
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Need to earn some cash this
summer? Just because you are
going to work all summer
doesn’t mean it can’t be fun and
different. Rather than work at
the mall, crowded restaurants or
a stuffy office, try finding jobs
that are a bit more unique.
For a truly seasonal job, try
being an ice cream truck driver.
This is great if you love kids, the
cold and can deal with cheesy
music and bells. On humid days,
you will be glad to be among the
Popsicles and everyone will be
happy to hear you coming.
“Being an ice cream truck
driver would be very fun
because I like little kids,” says
Joe Howells, a freshman at
GVSU.
Another way to earn big tips
other than being a waitperson is
being a gold caddy. Working at a
ritzy country club will allow you
to work on your tan while you
chitchat with the big and
powerful business people of the
area.
It is a great way to make
connections and possibly land a
plush job in years to come.
Also at country clubs,
especially over the summer, are
jobs available greeting, pool
assistance, serving drinks and
manning the wet bar. You can
also find conventional hostess
and waiter jobs with fancy food
and big tips.
If you like animals, apply at
the local zoo. This job allows
you to work with people and
animals, either working in the
gift shop or going head to head
with the lions, tigers and bears.
For more tame animals, try
seeking employment at a canine
obedience
school
or
veterinarian’s office. Dog lovers
can come in and play with the

dogs, give them baths and feed
them treats.
Other outdoor jobs include
working at miniature gold
courses, like Craig’s Cruisers in
Holland, theme parks like
Michigan’s Adventure, Six Rags
and Cedar Point, or local water
parks.
Local car dealerships will pay
you to drive around new cars!
No lie, car dealerships hire
young students to wash cars
during the summer downpours
and storms and clean out the
inside (while you listen to your
favorite radio station).
Those who crave the inside
air-conditioned comfort can still
find a job that has more to it than
filing papers or serving food to
cranky guests.
Hospital aids and helpers can
earn big bucks while preparing
for a career in medicine. Even if
you aren’t pre-med, you can still
work in other portions of the
hospital greeting people at the
door or answering phones.
Laura Holley, a freshman at
GVSU worked in the children’s
unit of a local hospital. “I chose
the children’s care because it
gave me experience with
children.”
If the idea of working in a
hospital makes you queasy, try
working in a hotel instead. Jobs
include bellhops, greeters,
hostess, cooks and cleaners.
While you may have trashed a
few hotel rooms in your time,
maybe now you can earn cash
making up beds and supplying
tourists with fresh linens.
To broaden your horizons and
learn something this summer, try
working at a museum. Many
museums in the Grand Rapids
area have themes, such as the
GR Children’s Museum and the
Art Museum.
Also in this area is the Gerald
R. Ford Museum, Van Andel

Career services help students prepare for future
Jennifer Wildey
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Grand Valley Lanthorn

On Tuesday, March 27, the
organization You Beautiful Black
Woman is holding a book
discussion on Sister Souljah's
novel entitled The Coldest Winter
Ever.
It is a novel about the daughter
of a wealthy drug lord who is
forced to make her own way when
her father is arrested.
Besides discussing the book,
students can find out why Sister
Souljah’s literary debut won high
critical acclaim and topped the
national bestsellers list.
For those who haven’t read the
book, you are invited anyway to
the book discussion.
The discussion will begin at 8
p.m. in 1139 MAK. Refreshments
will be provided.

Getting a college education is perhaps
the only way to be assured that you will
get a great job later in life, but did you
know that there are other things you can
do to prepare yourself for finding a job?
While we all have dream jobs, there are
many times when we simply need
income. Having part-time or full-time
jobs are common for college students,
especially those of us with car payments,
credit card bills and tuition payments.
But whether you are searching for a
part-time job for some quick cash or
seeking out your dream job after
graduation, there are many skills that are
applicable to the job hunting process.
We all know how important first
impressions are, that in fact the first 20
seconds in which we meet a person very
much forms the way they will think of us
in the future. How can you stun and
dazzle potential employers in under a
minute?
Body language is important. Do you
have a firm handshake? A tall, confident
walk? Do you sit forward and listen
attentively? All these nonverbal cues
signal to future employers what your
work personality is, and how you will
work with other people.
During an interview, do not be afraid to
ask questions. Do not leave the room
without knowing what the details of the
job are, for instance, typical duties and

CMUMinlcattMs Career
Mr
The Communications Career
Day will take place on Wednesday,
March 28, from 1 to 4:30 p.m. in
the Pere Marquette Lounge of the
Kirkhof Center. The goal of this
event is to provide an
informational resource for students
in the advertising, public relations,
film/video productions,
broadcasting, journalism,
marketing, photography and
graphic design curriculums. This
event will also allow employers to
recruit or share knowledge of the
industry with students.
Twenty employers have signed
on to participate for the day,
ranging from public relations firms
to television broadcast stations.
West Michigan students who have
any interest in any
communications-related industries
are encouraged to attend and
engage in this meet and greet
session. For answers to any
questions, call Kellie Titus at 8952484

On March 28, the Latino
Student Union will be holding
dance lessons for those students
interested in learning the Salsa
and Merengue.
From 7:30-9 p.m. in downstairs
Kirkhof, participants will
receive instruction on how to
dance these two Spanish
dances.
Those interested are to come
wearing comfortable clothes.
The event is free and is funded
by the student life fee.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam Bird

Kristi Strine swims with children from the community. Her job is to teach children to swim and
feel comfortable in the water. Over 600 children go through Grand Valley's program a year.
Museum and numerous art and make closing much easier. groundskeepers. Summer school
galleries located downtown.
The mall may close at nine, but classes often look for someone
Rather than waitressing, try those at the GAP may be to watch kids during recess.
“I was a referee for youth
serving in a coffee house. Aside cleaning up until 9:30 or 10:00,
from the heavenly smell of while you get to skip out at 9:10, soccer because it combined two
things I like most, kids and
mocha, you can work on people tops.
Most smaller shops in the mall soccer, and it was lots of fun,”
skills and learn how to make
exotic coffees that most people also allow employees to bring says Amy Egglston.
Hospitals and retirement
can’t even pronounce.
homework, which is great for
If you honestly can’t stay away students. Also, many toy shops homes offer the same kinds of
from the mall this summer, try let you play with the programs.
working at the small shops merchandise and demonstrate all
And if you arc really
desperate, you can get around to
located in the middle of the the cool toys.
malls.
If you have free time this that summer reading you always
These places allow a more summer, consider volunteering. meant to do. Check out Barnes
focused area of merchandise Little league teams always need and Nobles book discussion club
(and much less to memorize) umpires,
couches
and for more information.

expected work load.
Things to stay away from, at least in the
first interview, are pay rate, benefits and
hours. Asking about hours particularly
shows the employer that you want to
know the bare minimum you must put it,
and no more.
Dress is important as well. We all know
not to show up in tom jeans and dirty
sneakers, but did you know that bright
colors draw a positive response from
those around you? In a sea of neutral
khaki, black and navy, your pink sweater
or turquoise shirt will draw attention and
set you apart from others interviewed that
day.
But, before you even set foot in an
interview, what should you have
prepared? Some places, like retail stores
and restaurants, may only have you fill
out an application, but other places such
as offices may be interested in a bit more.
“A resume is a description of someone’s
background... typical topics that are
covered include an objective, work
experience, education and references are
all good things to include,” says Ginger
Lange from Grand Valley State
University’s Career Services.
A resume, along with a cover letter, lets
you get a foot in the door, so to speak,
without actually having an interview.
Resumes can be mailed, e-mailed or
faxed to potential employers, hopefully
resulting in an interview.
In the past, a resume has been restricted
to a single page. Now, both employers
and educators are leaning towards one to

two pages, allowing students to expand
more on experience, education and
include references.
Personal data, however, has been
omitted on most resumes. This includes
birthday, marital status, children and
health condition. The working world has
gotten away from including this
information because of discrimination
that may take place because of it.
“Things that show that you are
community-oriented, which can be
reflected by volunteering. For students,
this can be campus kinds of involvement
and activities,” adds Lange. “This is a
benefit beyond the already mentioned on
the resume.”
Also in the past, references have not
been included on resumes. Now,
however, they may be included on
resumes.
When choosing references, always find
someone who truly knows you rather then
picking someone with a higher title who
may not be familiar with you or your
work.
After sending resumes comes the
interview. Another useful tool when
interviewing for a job, especially after
graduation, is a portfolio. What is a
portfolio?
“It is a collection of materials that
would help that a candidate demonstrate
to an employer what they can expect
(from them]; it would include documents
that speak of the person’s abilities:
transcripts, letters of recommendation
and evidence (of what they have done),”

explains Lange.
What areas are using portfolios? Any
creative field, such as design,
photography, writing, as well as
education, engineering and business.
They can, however, be applied to any area
of study.
There are places to help you construct a
portfolio, even if you have no idea where
to begin. John Zaugra and other members
of the Counseling and Career
Development Center are knowledgeable
in this area, and can assist you in starting
a showcase for your work.
In an interview, however, a portfolio
should not be used for “show and tell.” A
portfolio allows you to support what you
say, but still your own personality needs
to show.
A portfolio will, in a way, be the proof
of your abilities but you must still be able
to express those ideas verbally to
employers.
Both the Counseling Center and Career
Services can help you prepare for your
future at every stage of education.
The Counseling Center can help with
choosing a major, building a portfolio and
focusing on classes. After this. Career
Services can aid in job hunts, internships
and perfecting resumes.
No matter where you are in your
education, there are tools that are
necessary to be successful.
For more information, please contact
the Counseling Center or Career
Services. Both are located in the Student
Services Building.

Off-campus apartments have openings for 2001-2002

Kelly Aalderink
Grand Valley Lanthorn
After enduring a night of
freezing temperatures and
unforgiving winds in a line that
appeared to go on forever, many

students were left wondering
where to go next when Laker
Village Apartments filled up.
Laker Village gives the feel of
off-campus living with an oncampus advantage, but like
many apartment complexes.

there is limited space, a
disadvantage to a fastly growing
campus.
This year there were only an
estimated total of 20 apartments
available to freshmen. One
might consider the hero of

problem to be the affordable offcampus apartments located
throughout the area.
The area of Allendale and
Standale is growing slowly
compared to the growth of
Grand Valley State University;
however, they do provide ample
housing for the college students
not wanting to live on campus.
Troy Roller, manager of
Boltwood, is surprised by the
number of students still looking
for housing for fall 2001.
“I think that students would be
amazed at the amount of
housing
left,’’Roller
says.
“Boltwood
still
has
13
apartments waiting to be filled.”
Boltwood is located on Lake
Michigan Drive about a half
mile from campus. It, like many
of the surrounding apartment
complexes, is served by the
GVSU bus service that makes its
rounds every 30 minutes. This
mode of transportation to classes
opens the possibility for students
without cars to live off campus
and still get to class on time.
Each apartment at Boltwood is
approximately 1000 sq. feet and
costs $800 a month for a oneyear lease. Included in the rent
are a number of benefits such as
cable, sewer, trash removal and
water. Bonus items that come
with the payment of rent help
drastically to cut down the

amount of money students
would otherwise be paying out a
month.
Apartments
have
two
bedrooms, a split bathroom and
an open dining room, living
room and kitchen. They hold up
to four people, making the
monthly rent payment $200 a
person.
“The atmosphere of the
complexes depends on where a
person lives,” Roller explains.
“Some complexes are very quiet
providing
the
perfect
atmosphere for studying, while
others seem to be the complete
opposite.”
Forest Ridge apartments offer
the same benefits as those
offered by Boltwood.
The
complexes were recently bought
by the owners of Boltwood, who
plan to renovate the complexes
over the summer.
Forest Ridge offers both one
and two bedroom apartments
and rent ranges from $650 to
$750 for a 10-month lease.
Roller explains that there are
many benefits of living off
campus.
“There are not as many rules
and regulations that residences
need to follow.” Roller claims.
“It’s private property so people
don’t have to worry as much
about what they can and cannot
do.”
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Animation art exhibit ends with discussion and tour
Jennifer Wildey
Grand Valley Lan thorn

During the month of March,
Grand Valley State University’s
Art Galleries is hosting
“Independent Voices: the Art of
Animation” in the Performing
Arts Center.
This
exhibit
features
independent animators Faith
Hubiey, Karen Aqua, John
Canemaker, Joan Gratz and
Deanna Morse.
Next Thursday, March 29,
Deanna Morse, a professor here
at GVSU, will close the exhibit
with a discussion and tour of the
pieces featured in the gallery.
The discussion, which begins at
S p.m., is open to all students
and is free of admission.
“I will lead folks through the
exhibit and
share
some
information about the works
included, and some background
on the filmmakers represented.
It will be informal, and everyone
is invited,” says Morse on her
talk next Thursday.
Morse is not the only artist
who has visited the exhibit. Both
Faith Hubiey and Karen Aqua
came to Michigan to talk to
students and see the gallery.
“Both artists left the audiences
with a better understanding of
their work. Both women are
dynamic, focused and full of
positive energy. Students told
me that they were impressed
with the body of work these

artists had created,” says Morse
on the presentations by Hubiey
and Aqua.
Their work, hanging with that
of Morse, Canemaker and Gratz,
shows the various styles and
techniques used in independent
animation. All members of the
exhibit have been working in the
field since the 1970s and
continue to produce pieces
today.
Morse, for example, is
working on a project that
compiles all her animation, film
and video work onto one DVD
titled “Move Click Move.”
“This DVD is a retrospective
of my work over the past 30
years. It includes animation,
documentary and experimental
film
and
video
work,”
comments Morse. “It will
include a new piece, a signature
piece for the DVD, which was
just completed, entitled ‘How to
Make Animation.’”
Morse has contributed to
many different areas and
collaborated with other artists in
the independent animation area.
Her work ranges from segments
on “Sesame Street” to short
films such as “Kitchen Creature
Feature.’’
Part of "Kitchen Creature
Feature” is actually displayed in
the “Independent Voices”
exi.ibit, along with other
animation scenes, cells and a
DVD that students can view,
which eatures films by all five

artists.
Independent animation is not
quite what you see on television
Saturday morning. Unlike those
cartoons, independent animation
is the creation of very few
producers and artists, sometimes
only one person or a very small
group of people.

Megan Cyrulewski
The Career and Counseling
Center is hosting their first
Women’s
Retreat
and
Workshops event to help
celebrate Women’s History
Month.
The event will be held on
Saturday, March 31, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Padnos Hall.
Anyone is welcome to attend.
Throughout the day, there will
be five presentations given by
guest speakers. Nikki Olivet, a
RA in Robinson Hall and one of
the co-chairs for this event,
helped
to
choose
the
presentations.
“We wanted to pick the
seminars that would be the most
pertinent and most fun,” Olivet
said. “We choose issues that I
would definitely want to learn
about.”
The first presentation, entitled
“Communication
and
Relationships,” is to be
presented by Natalie Menedes.
Her lecture, according to the
brochure, will focus on
communication
in
close
relationships and how to
improve
the
quality
of
relationships through positive
and assertive communication.
The second lecture is called
“Yoga
and
Relaxation”
delivered by Barbara Palombi.
During this time, participants
will be introduced to the
benefits of yoga and breathing
techniques that will help to relax

and increase mental and
physical well-being.
Dr. Brenda Reeves will give
the third presentation on
“Wellness and Nutrition.”
Those who attend will receive
information and skills to help
increase wellness while in
college and learn how to keep
them for the rest of life.
The fourth lecture of the day is
entitled
“Career-Guided
Imagery” and will be presented
by Diana Pace. This will be an
interactive seminar where
participants will have the chance
to fantasize and discuss career
goals.
The last presentation of the
day is called “Survivor: Don’t
get voted off the island!” by
Kathy Ransom and Kristi
Schulte. Students will learn
how to empower themselves by
learning basic self-defense and
crime prevention points.
There will also be a raffle at
the end of the day. The winner
will receive a book by presenter
Diana Pace.
The Center is hoping that 50
students will sign up for this
event. Spaces are limited so
there is a registration process.
Anyone interested in attending
the event must register at the
Career and Counseling Center
located on the second floor of
the Student Services building.
There is a $5 registration fee that
also includes lunch.
For more information on how
to register or the event, call the
Center at 895-3266.

response to the show. People
have commented that they find it
interesting to see some of the
artwork that was used to make
the actual films in the exhibit,”
adds Morse.
The exhibit, however, closes
next Friday, March 30. Until
then, the gallery is open from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, with extended hours or
Thursday until 7 p.m. Admissior
for all events, included Deanm
Morse’s discussion on next
Thursday at 5 p.m., is free. AD
students and staff are invited anti
encouraged to attend and see thi*
unique exhibit.
,

More and more employers are becoming reluctant, or even
refusing, to hire individuals who have any record or problems
with alcohol, even MIP’s! So:

If you get an
You may be
When it comes to getting a

MIP
SOL
JOB!

Most GVSU students drink moderately, if they drink at all. If
you find yourself having more than 3 drinks when you party, or
drinking more than once a week, you may be in danger of not
only a Minor In Possession charge, but of developing long-term
problems with alcohol.
If you think that you may be drinking too much, or if you are one of
the 9% of GVSU students who has 5 or more drinks on three or more
occasions per week,* you should plan to go to

Retreat celebrates
Women’s History Month
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Also on display in the lobby of
the Performing Arts Center are
works-in-progress by graduating
seniors in the animation field.
“I’m not really big into art, but
it was very interesting,” says
Amy Egglston, a freshman at
GVSU.
“There has been very positive

The Counseling Center on Thursday, April 5,
for an alcohol assessment as part of National Alcohol Screening Day.**
Go to 204 STU, between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Or to 101B, Devos Center between 10:00 and 11:00 a.m.

The first 50 students to sign up for an
assessment will win a free T-SHIRT.

Dangerous Drinking Affects Us All!
ALcohol Education, Research, and Training (ALERT) Laboratories
We Got the Stats from YOU!
For more information, call 895-2537, or e-mail ALERT@gvsu.edu
Advertising Sponsored by ALERT Labs and Grand Valley Lanthorn
,71
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las Vegas night at GVSU
Megan Cyrulewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

On March 23, Grand Valley
State University will turn into
the city of lights and gambling:
Las Vegas.
Spotlight Productions is
bringing Las Vegas card games
and slot machines to the Grand
River Room, located on the
second floor of the Kirkhof
Center.
Doors open at 7pm, but the
games don’t start until 7:30.
Angie Vena, a member of
Spotlight Productions and the
co-chair of Las Vegas Night,
said there will be plenty of
games for students to play.
“We are going to have poker,
blackjack, and roulette tables set
up in the Grand River Room,”
Vena said. “Slot machines are
also going to be available to
play on.”
There will also be a bingo
game for those students who
don’t want to gamble or who
want to take a break from the
Las Vegas style games.
The bingo game will be held
in the Pere Marquette room.
“Other activities are available
to students other than the
games,” Vena said. “Students
can get an airbrush tattoo or
make rice necklaces.”
At 8:30, Spotlight Productions
arc sponsoring comedian ray
Ellin to entertain those who
attend. He will be on stage for
about an hour.
The event is free and open to
all students. Students don’t
even need to bring any money;
they get play money when they

attend.
Each participant gets $500 and
five raffle tickets. Each raffle
ticket is worth another $500 for
a total of $2500 extra dollars.
Students can exchange raffle
tickets for the $500.
Students can also exchange
paper play money for coins to
play in the slot machine. Five
coins are worth $100.
Prizes can be bought at the end
of the night from the
“Millionaire Shop.”
The more money a person
wins, the more expensive the
prices are.
For example, a T-shirt could
only cost about $2700. Gift
certificates from Kahunaville or
Max and Erma’s would cost a
little more. There are also
bigger prizes that students can
buy.
“Our bigger prizes students
can win range from a bike to a
television or a DVD player,”
Vena said.
GVSU faculty can also get
involved in Las Vegas Night too.
Vena hopes that faculty
members will come and be the
card dealers or work at the
Millionaire shop.
“With faculty interacting with
the students, we hope to make
this a campus wide event,” said
Vena.
Faculty members who want to
get involved can contact Vena.
Vena also hopes the total
number of participants will be
around 300.
For any more information,
please call Angie Vena at the
Spotlight Productions office at
895-2806.

Apartments

Townhomes

• Three floor plans are offered:
studio, one bedroom and
two bedroom

• Two floor plans are offered:
three or four bedroom

• Fully-furnished apartments

• Spacious living with over
1200 square feet

• Modem kitchens and appliances

• Washer and dryer

• Laundry facilities in each
building

• Central air and gas heat

• Air conditioning
• Indoor swimming pool
and recreation room with
billiard tables
• Full bath and shower
• Cable service available
• Quiet buildings offered

3 • 9 12
Month Leases
Available

• Kitchens with modern
appliances & dishwasher
• Phone and cable in every room
• 2 bathrooms
• Unfurnished with window
treatments
*

• Indoor swimming pool
and recreation room with
billiard tables

616-895-6678
l2iul Avenue • Allendale, Michigan
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Downtown

7bursday, March 22, 2001
Suzanne Rivecca, Downtown Editor

Degage Ministries sponsors St. Patrick’s Day dinner
Suzanne Rivecca
Downtown Editor

Dr. Gregg Dimkoff
Finance Department
SetJman School of Business
Q:I won’t qualify for the
lowest interest rate (3.9%) on an
auto loan unless my father co
signs. But a friend said a loan
with a co-signer would look bad
on my credit record. Is that
true?
A: No, not at all. If your
father is willing to help you get
the 3.9% loan by co-signing, do
k. Your loan will show up on
your credit report as a co-signed
loan, but that piece of
information will be considered
irrelevant by other lenders in the
future. What will matter is
whether you make timely
payments. If so, you will have a
stronger record than now.
The only possible negative
impact is that your father’s
credit report also will show the
auto loan, and it will be counted
as his loan for his credit limit.
So if he plans to borrow money
anytime soon, the amount he
can borrow will be less than it
would be otherwise.
Q:\Vhich type of IRA is best regular or Roth?
A: Each has its own
advantages, so the decision
should be based on which of the
advantages is most important to
you.
For example, money placed in
a regular IRA is deductible prior
to computing federal income tax
purposes. That could reduce
your income taxes anywhere
from 15% (the lowest income
tax bracket) to nearly 40% (the
highest bracket). Thus, if a
person in the 15% bracket
contributes $2,000 to a regular
IRA, tax savings will amount to
$300, reducing the out-ofpocket cost to $ 1,700.
A disadvantage to a regular
IRA is that, in order to deduct
your contribution, your adjusted
gross income must be $33,000
or less ($53,000 or less if filing
jointly). Another disadvantage
is that, upon reaching age 70 ?,
you must begin withdrawing
money from the account.
For many individuals Roth
IRAs are the better choice.
Unlike regular IRAs, there is no
income tax deduction, but Roths
have
several
offsetting
advantages. For one thing,
many individuals who earn too
much to be eligible for regular
IRAs are eligible for Roth IRAs
- your adjusted gross income
can be as much as $95,000
($150,000 if filing jointly).
Further, after leaving your
money in a Roth IRA for at least
five years, you can withdraw it
lax and penalty free. Once your
teach age 59 ?, withdrawals are
hot subject to income taxes.
That could be an important
advantage to investors who fund
their Roth IRAs with stocks and

For 150 of Grand Rapids’
homeless
population,
St.
Patrick’s Day meant more than
“Kiss Me, I’m Irish” buttons or
steins of green beer. It meant a
relaxing evening of dinner and
conversation
at
Degage
Ministries, a shelter committed
to providing low-cost and
respectful services to Heartside
Neighborhood residents.
On the evening of March 17,
Dega$e served a dinner
coordinated by Sunrise Foods
and catered by D&W. Among
the volunteers serving and
preparing the food were Sunrise
President Darrel Springett,
D&W President Jeff Gietzen and
Milton Rower, head of Grand
Rapids’ Frey Foundation.
Degage Executive Director
Marge Palmerlee described the
dinner, which has been a Degage
standby for the past four years,
as an invaluable opportunity for
Heartside
residents
to

experience a change of pace in
their daily routines.
“All too often, poverty relates
to monotony — it’s the same
thing day in and day out,”
Palmerlee said. "For our
patrons, this dinner was a chance
to have a fun evening, to
experience a special event
planned just for them.”
The evening was visually
documented by a staff member
who took pictures of the
festivities with a digital camera
and printed them out for patrons
to take home.
“It went wonderfully—it was
great for the patrons to have a
token of the evening to take
home
with
them,”
said
Palmerlee.
Saturday’s dinner came in the
wake of a local tragedy that
underscored the great need for
community involvement and
support in Grand Rapids. Earlier
on March 17, members of a
church ministry found a
homeless man dead under an
overpass along the 300 block of

Bridge Street, only a few blocks
where the St. Patrick’s Day
parade was winding its way
through downtown. An autopsy
has not yet been done, but police
have ruled out a possibility of
foul play. The man’s death has
prompted area shelters and
ministries to urge those in need
to come in for help.
Palmerlee said she questioned
her patrons about the man, and
none of them knew him. He was
unfamiliar to Dcgagc workers.
“He must have been a loner,”
said Palmerlee. "His death re
emphasized the need for events
like this dinner
the need for a
community
feeling
of
belonging.
Providing
a
welcoming.
nurturing
environment keeps people like
this from falling through the
cracks.”
Saturday’s dinner was the
latest in a long line of events
coordinated by Degage to serve
Heartside’s
homeless
population.
On Christmas Eve, Degage

ave out “Christmas in a
hoebox” packages, which were
supplied by various businesses,
schools, churches and 4-H clubs.
The boxes contained basic items
like toiletries, Kleenex, stamps,
socks and mittens. Degage also
celebrated
their
annual
Christmas party with a square
dance in the gym.
On Veterans Day, Dcgagc
honored the 100 Heartside
community veterans, many of
whom arc homeless or suffer
from mental and physical
disabilities, with a banquet at the
Van Andel Museum. The
evening’s
entertainment
included the 126 Army Band,
carousel rides and the Roger
McNaugtcn
Trio.
State
Representative Bill Byl and
Kentwood Mayor Bill Hardiman
gave
emotional
speeches
extolling the contributions of the
area’s veterans.
Dcgagc is committed to
treating patrons with respect and
dignity. The ministry’s Life
Enrichment Center, which

typically serves 40-50 patrons at
any given time, provides lowcost laundry, hair-cutting and
shower
facilities.
Degage
estimates that they currently
provide about 216 showers, 79
loads of laundry and 43 haircuts
per month. The Life Enrichment
Center offers social activities
such as craft making, cards and
video watching, and features a
library, lecture series and
substance abuse counseling. In
the future, the Ministry plans to
implement a mentoring program
that will help patrons define
their life goals.
Above all, Degage is a
community effort that depends
on individual support. Currently,
the organization has over 600
active volunteers and is always
looking for more. Positions are
open for kitchen servers, singers
or bands, food suppliers or
helpers to work on mailings.
Those interested in volunteering
can call Laura TenBrink at 4541661.

Teamwork is the fuel that allows common people to produce uncommon results.
Join our 2001/2002 team. Be part
of GVSU history as the Grand Valley
Lanthorn continues to expand
coverage of the downtown campus
and develop a vital communications
bridge. Applications for the following
positions are being accepted. Apply
at 100 commons, Allendale campus.
Open to all undergraduate and
raduate students. Good pay.
riendly co-workers. Plenty of onthe-job-training.
Advertising Manager Supervises and directs advertising
department, including classifieds,
national and local advertising. This
job guarantees a future great job. 25
hours per week.
Assistant Advertising
Manager - Advertising account
billing,
assists with
national
advertisers and classifieds. Much of
this job can be done at night. Must

end up with huge gains as the
decades pass. Taxes on these
gains can be totally avoided
using a Roth.
Finally, you don’t have to
begin making withdrawals by
age 70 ? in Roth IRAs. In fact,
you don’t have to make
withdrawals ever. That’s a very
flexible feature that gives you
more budgeting and estate
planning options.

work Friday mornings. 15 hours per
week. Bonuses.
Avt- cj
and
Entertainment Editor Creates and maintains campus
entertainment calendar, writes
profiles, features and reviews.
Contributes to online content. 15
hours per week.
Copy/News
Editor Works with editor and managing
editor to assure copy flow, works
with
layout/design
and
photographers to develop related
graphics, writes headlines and fact
checks: 15 hours per week.
Downtown
Editor Develops and reports news and
feature stories based on he
downtown Grand Rapids Campus.
15 hours per week.
Laker Life Editor - Writes profiles
and features about camus lifestyles
and club activities. 15 hours per
week.

Managing Editor - Assists
section editors in meeting content
objectives. Assists with editorial and
design
planning.
20
hours
per week.
News
Editor - Covers
various news beats (i.e. student and
faculty senate, board of control) and
campus breaking news, crime, etc.
20 hours per week.
Online Editor - Works with editor-inchief and managing editor to develop
and maintain the weekly online edition
of
the
newspaper.
Web page experience a must. Must be
available Wednesdays. 15 hours per
week
Photo Editor - Responsible
for
photo
archives,
weekly
assignments, film developing, and
photo pages. Must have knowledge
of Photoshop and digital process. 20
hours per week.
Sports Editor - cover all

30.$). - llantoon
Wedding

WORSHIP
How do you do it? Is your worship dry or all wot

P®cepti°^s
Kehcrsal Dinners
¥

Terra Verde Banquet Center

or somewhere in between? Do we bring out the
bands or bow or both? Do we roll in the aisles?
Can we worship in blue jeans? May our campus
worship be instead of Church worship? What
does the Bible have to say about all this?
All welcome to another timely discussion
considering the question:

Got a question for
Professor Gregg
Dimkoff?
Email him at:
dimkoffg @ gvsu.edu

campus sports and related activities
with profiles, features and breaking
news stories. 15 hours per week.
Editorial Layout - We
need people with an interest in
electronic page layout and design.
One person must direct layout.
QuarkXPress experience a must.
Up to 20 holers per week.
Advertising Layout We need people with an interest in
advertising design. Computer skills
a must. Up to 20 hours per week.
Circulaticn - We need two
reliable people to pick up newspaper
from printer and deliver to over 40
drops
on
both
campuses.
Wednesday evenings and Thursday
mornings. Delivery van provided.
Receptionists - We need
several people to work the Allendale
and Downtown main desks, answer
the phone, assist with classified ads
and type copy.

(Up to *2*)

¥

Centrally located (1-1^2 mile oft 1-96) between
Grand Rapid*. Mu*kcgon and Holland

11741 Leonard Rd. Nunica Ml
616-837-8249
Easter Buffet
April 15 U-3pm

"WORSHIP: UNDER +H1 BIG TOP...
©R IN SPIRI+ AND IN TRU + H?

Restaurant opening April 20
for Lunch & Dinner

Next Wednesday, March 28, 7:30 p.m., Kirkhof, Muskegon
River Room (Sponsored by Christianity on Campus)

V___________ ____________________________/

AN ARMY OF ONE

IF YOU THINK A NIGHT
IN A FOXHOLE IS TOUGH,
TRY A LIFETIME IN A CUBICLE.
The U.S. Army offers 212 different career opportunities in fields ranging from medicine,
construction and law enforcement to accounting, engineering and intelligence. You’ll
be trained. Then you’ll use those skills from the first day on the job. It’s a great way
to start moving in the direction you want to go.
Find One of 212 Ways to Be A Soldier
at GOARMY.COM or call
1-800-USA-ARMY.

lii»j.i:Uiil’

Contact your local recruiter.
And we’ll help you find what's best for you.

J
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Sports
j-v digest
National Champions
Srui Valley Lantftem

Thursday, March 22, 2001
Ryan Slocum, Sports Editor

from press reports

Laker grapplers win
first team national title
in university history
Ryan Slocum

NFCA Doner

Grand Valley Lanthorn

On Wednesday, March 14, Grand
Valley State junior pitcher Amber
Castonguay was named the
National Fastpitch Coaches
Assosiction (NFCA) Player of the
week.
Castonguay was 6-0 on GVSU’s
trip to Florida tallying a 0.16 ERA.
Amber gave up one earned run, 13
hits and walked seven batters in 43
innings pitched. Castonguay
recorded 33 strikeouts and tossed a
no-hitter and a one-hitter en route
to her six victories.
Led by Castonguay, Grand
Valley State concluded the Florida
trip with a 13-0-1 record, and the
number 16 ranking in the latest
NFCA coaches poll.

They are a club team. They are
supposed to just be playing for
fun. But they don’t know that. In
a way, they are like the
Cleveland Browns, a new
franchise with a history.
The Grand Valley State
Wrestling Club took a major step
towards restoring its famed
history on March 10 by winning
the
National
Collegiate
Wrestling
Association’s
National Championship for club
teams at Richland College in
Dallas, Texas, in its first year
back.
The Laker grapplers destroyed
the competition, finishing with a
tournament record 196 points,
83.5 points ahead of second
place University of Delaware.
“We dominated,” Co-Coach
Tom
Krepps
said.
“We
absolutely dominated.”
Grand
Valley
State’s

dominance was nothing short of
a group effort.
The 16-wrestler squad came
home with 15 All-Americans,
five of which won national
championships: Eric Smith (149
lbs.), Matt Bishop (165 lbs.),
Kelly Krepps (197 lbs.). Bill
Stouffer (235 lbs.) and A.J. Cook
(285 lbs.).
“We trained as hard as possible
so we could make a strong
showing,” Captain Eric Smith
said. “We wanted everyone to
know who we were when we
left.”
The Lakers started putting on a
show right off the bat, winning
every
match during
the
competition’s first day.
The Valley’s dominance
continued
throughout
the
weekend, resulting in the
landslide finish and the NCWA
championship points record.
“We had the boys prepared
physically and mentally,” coach
Krepps said. “No one hung with
us condition wise. No one outhustled us.”
The rookie wrestling squad
resembled the Laker teams of
years gone by.
At one time, Grand Valley

B.R. Joyces Dost Sveclal
Olympics basketball
In the Flury of March madness,
the Grand Rapids Jaycees will host
Special Olympics Michigan State
Basketball Tournament March 2325 at Forrest Hills Central Schools.
The Competition sites include
Forrest Hills Central High School,
Central Woodlands School, Ada
elementary, and Meadow Brook
Elementary. On Saturday,
competitions will run from 8 a m.
to 6 p m. In addition to the
tournament, a dance will be held
from 7:30- 9:30 p.m. at Forrest
Hills Central High School,
championship games will conclude
on Sunday with an awards
ceremony at approximately 11:30
a m. All events are open to the
public free of charge.
Special Olympics Michigan is
headquartered on the campus of
Central Michigan University in
Mount Pleasant. For more
information, please call l-8(X)-6446404.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam Cook

Eric Gervais, left, wrestled at nationals took home second in
the 1251b weight class.
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At the National Collegiate
Wrestling Assosiation’s National
Championship for club teams.
Grand Valley State brought home a
slew of individual honors.
15 of Grand Valley State’s 16
wrestlers received All-American
honors: Eric Gervais (125), Matt
Powell (133), Vince Gervais (133),
Alan Smith (141), Scot
Szczepanek (141), Eric Smith
(149), Jeremiah Gitchel (157),
Matt Bishop (165), Kyle Kringer
(165), Rick Bolhuis (174),
Dominic Ford (184), kelly Krepps
(197), Bill Stoufer (235), A.J.
Cook (285), and Adam Schaller
(285).
On top of 15 All-American
wrestlers, the Grand Valley State
also has five national champions.
Eric Smith, Matt Bishop, Kelly
Krepps, Bill Stoufer, and A.J. Cook
each won their weight class to earn
national champion accolades.
Laker coach Dave Mills received
Coach of the year honors. His team
dominated the NCWA competition,
qualifying a wrestler in in 10 of the
11 weight classes, on it: way to the
national championship.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam Bffl

State was home to one of the
premier NCAA Division II
wrestling programs in the
country.
But the program was dropped
in 1991 due to Title IX that calls
for equal opportunities between
men and women’s sports.
The Laker wrestling program,
at that time, was the school’s
most successful sport; producing
52
All-Americans
while
capturing seven conference
titles.
Co-Coach and World Masters
Champion Dave Mills has been
working on
a wrestling
comeback at Grand Valley State
for over three years, and finally
decided to give it a go in
February of 2000.
“In February we started to get
things in order,” Mills said.
“Coach Krepps and I, with the
support of many friends in the
area, put this thing together.”
Now, with a NC’WA National
title under its wing, the Grand
Valley State Wrestling Club has
its eyes set on a varsity
comeback.
“This [national championship]
is a great first step,” coach

Krepps said. “But we have to get career, but for the Lakers, thi$
more mat experience and more was just the beginning.
“We caught people napping
exposure. It’s going to take a lot
this time, but we’re market]
of support.”
The support has already started targets now,” coach Krepps saidi
to come in for the grapplers. “But we are going back td
Twice this year the Lakers repeat; there’s no doubt about
it.”
packed
the
Arena’with more
“D°
k,U'W h°w The Lakers have
big plans on the
than 1800 fans, many people
that horizon, including
something
the arena [Fieldhouse/ a possible trip to
Laker basketball
1
J
team did only holds. Find Ollt tile wrestle the top
twice as well.
capacity
of
that club teams in the
Mills
was
rffiis]
het'auKP
we're
overwhelmed
arena oecausewe re But
mora
with the support going tO fill it next importantly, the
his
team
”
Grand Valley State
received
this ’
wrestlers are on $
Coach Dave Mills qucst
make tb
season, but he
quest to ____
program a national
has no doubt that
the Lakers can keep the support powerhouse on the varsity level
on the rise.
once again.
“Do you know how many
“That’s what we always
people that arena IFieldhouse] wanted,” Smith said. “10 years
holds?” he asked in a sit down from now when we go Division
interview. “Find out the capacity I and the program is huge,
of that arena because we’re they're going to look back at us
going to fill it next year.”
and say ‘these are the guys that
For most teams, a national started it.’ That’s the best
championship is the final goal in feeling.”
a quest that can last an entire
:i tH'VUt <•/< I‘4
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Sloe's Side

I know what you’re thinking. A club team?
Grand Valley State's first-ever national
championship was produced by a club team?
Well, the Lakers may be a club team in the
books, but believe me, this is no club team.
Club teams do not recruit. Club teams do not
have a former world champion as a coach. And
club teams do not win
national
championships,
especially in their first year
of existence.
Given the opportunity, the
Grand
Valley
State
Ryan Slocum
Wrestling “Club" can be a
Columnist
gold mine for the school,
simply because of the
attitude of the wrestlers. Many of the Lakers
grapplers could have wrestled for NCAA Division
I schools, but gave up that opportunity to wrestle
here. They gave up individual honors to rebuild
the Laker program and take the Valley to the top of
the college-wrestling world. These are the kind of
athletes Grand Valley State should be proud to call
its own because they put the program first.
The Grand Valley State wrestling program has
been on a 10-year leave of absence due to a law
called Title IX. Title XI states that schools have to
provide the same opportunities for men as they do
women.
Instead of adding women’s sports, the school cut
men’s sports. The wrestling program was by far
the most successful sports program at the
university.
But,
Grand
Valley
State,
PLEASE SEE SLOC, 10

isactfvftty
for next year's

amvaiflM
(6161695-2466
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Scoreboard
March 13-17
Swimming & Diving (W)17th NCAA DII Nationals
Julie Upmever - 5th 1000free (10:26.53)
8th 500free (5:07.20)
8th 200 free (1:54.28)
Katy Ballantine - 10th 3-meter dive (344.7)
12th 1-meter dive (297.85)

Friday, March 16
Tennis (M), 4 at Lincoln Memorial, 5

Saturday, March 17
Softball W 8-2, W 5-4 vs. Aquinas
Amber Castonguay picks up seventh win in game one
Jen Mackson picks up fifth win in game two

Tennis (M), 5 at Tusculum, 4
Tennis (M), 2 at Catawba, 7

Sunday, March 18
Tennis (M), 6

at Carson Newman, 3

Tuesday, March 20
Softball W 10-0, W 6-3 vs. Alma
Amber Castonguay wins eighth game in opener
Erin Burgess- 2-3 three RBI's in game one
Julie Wieczorek- 3-4 three RBI's in game two

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam Cook

Eric Smith is declared winner of his match,
making him a national champion for Grand
Valley's wrestling club.

National Collegiate Wrestling Association Top 15 Club
Teams
Team

wmm

• NCAA I

Grand Valley’s wrestling club took first at the NCWA National Championship. The Lakers carnet;
home with 15 All-Americans and five national champions.

The champs should be varsity
Wrestlers bring home
national honors

r* NCAA
NCA4 II

1. Grand Valley State University
2. University of Delaware
3. Pensecola
4. Southern Virginia
5. Kansas State
6. Auburn University
7. Belmont Abbey
8. West Texas
9* University of New Mexico
10. Apprentice School
11. Yale University
12. University of Kansas
13. Lafayette College
14. Douglas College
15. University of|California- San Diego

Points
196
112
109
95.5
75.5
61.5
55
49.5
47
42.5
39.5
38.5
38
32.5
28

to poll
plug on WCW

54

Washington Post

Turner Broadcasting System
Inc. has decided to stop airing
World Championship Wrestling,
a mainstay of the network's
lineup since its fledgling days in
the 1970s, as it continues to
scout for a buyer for the
troubled company.
The decision means that the
WCW will go on hiatus after a
March 26 event in Panama City
Beach, Fla., pending its sale to a
new owner.
Turner spokesman Jim Weiss
said Monday that Turner expects
the company —which lost an
estimated >80 million last
year—will be sold quickly.
“It was a nice ride, but it’s
time for the ride to be over,”
Weiss said.
The decision to scrap
wrestling was one of the first

major programming decisions*
made by the new chief
executive. Jamie Kellner.
He assumed control of Turner
when AOL Time Warner merged
the company’s channels—TBS,
TNT, Turner Classic Movies/
the Cartoon Network and all of
the CNN networks—into the
WB network. Kellner helped
establish the WB in 1993.
Weiss confirmed that one of
the bidders for WCW is its
longtime rival, World Wrestling
Federation, whose ratings have
trounced the WCW in recent
years.
Another bidder is Fusient
Media Ventures, a New York
media investment firm, which
announced its purchase of the
company in January.
That deal fell through when
Turner decided to end its
wrestling programming, leaving
the WCW without a broadcaster.
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Sports

Upmeyer leads three
lakers to Nationals

Ken Wisniewski

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn/ Adam Bird

Julie Upmeyer finished in the top eight in each of her three events at the NCAA Division II National Championship March 13-17.

Grand Valley sent one
swimmer and two divers to
Canton, Ohio, March 13 for the
NCAA Division II National
Championship Meet. The three
women took part in a weeklong
competition against swimmers
from 42 other schools.
Due to the recent change in
structure Head Coach Dewey
Newsom* was uncertain how he
would approach this year’s
nationals with his sole swimmer
Julie Upmeyer. This year, the
NCAA added the 1000-yard
freestyle to the list of events at
the nationals.
Upmeyer went into the meet
planning on swimming the 200yard, 500-yard and 1650-yard
freestyle. But because of the
lack of rest time between the
1000-yard and the two short
distance events, Upmeyer and
Newsome decided it would have
been to tiring to swim all them.
“The way they structured
things really put us in a dilemma
as far as what events to stay in,”
Newsome said. “We did it right.
Her decision to stay out of the
mile was probably a good

decision for her.”
Upmeyer started the meet as a
number nine seed in the 1000yard freestyle. She finished
fifth, and for five hours, held the
national record in the new event
with a time of 10:26.53.
In the 1000, Upmeyer swam
six seconds faster than her
previous record set two years
ago. She also took eighth in both
the 500 and 200-yard freestyle.
Upmeyer also brought home
three Academic All-America
awards, bringing her career total
to eight.
Freshman
diver
Katy
Ballantine finished 10th in the
3-meter and 12th in the 1-meter
dives, falling just short of the
final round. Ballantine is the
first-ever freshman Laker diver
at to earn an Academic AllAmerican award.
Sophomore diver Ashley
Freeman finished 19th in the 1meter and 20th in the 3-meter.
Newsome said that Freeman
was hurt by one errand dive.
“It was just one dive, one miss
that made the difference in being
in the finals and not.”
Overall,
Newsome
was
pleased with the performances
with and outcome at nationals.

Colorful swimmer has stroke of inner beauty
Ken Winsniewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

As a child, Julie Upmeyer would
spend her summers passing time with
her friends, playing Uno and heading
down to the local swimming pool in
Grosse Pointe, Mich. When she wasn’t
on vacation, your best bet to find Julie
was to check by the pool.
She had never really thought of
competing in swimming until her
friends joined the high school swim
team during their freshman year. This is
where she had begun the rise to success
in a sport that she now dominates.
She was good enough to earn a
scholarship to swim for Grand Valley
State in 1998. In her first two years as a
Laker, she put her name in the record
books, breaking numerous Grand
Valley State records. She was honored

with two varsity letters, and has been an
Academic All-American for the past
two years.
This year, as a junior, she was
honored with the same honors, and her
attitude reinforced the idea that next
year wouldn’t be any different.
Julie says she gets lots of help from
her out of the ordinary head coach,
Dewey Newsome.
“He’s just so nutty sometimes. He
reads philosophy when he goes home.
He knows all these psycho trivia things.
He’s very socially smart and a very
intelligent man. He throws stuff in
before practice and during practice. You
learn some strange bit of trivia every
time you come to practice,” Upmeyer
said.
As a child growing up in Grosse
Fcinte, she had mutual feelings for the
town, but she says her best relationship
was with her family.

“It was alright; I'm not really the
Grosse Point poster child. I liked my
coach, my family and my dogs,”
Upmeyer said.
She is realizing that wherever you go
in life, you will congregate people you
get along with and develop friendships.
When Upmeyer heads back home to
enjoy a more laid-back summer, she
still manages keeps herself in shape.
Her off-season regiment consists of an
easy workout that she explains as fun.
“In the summer. I swim for like an
hour in the morning before I go to
work,” Upmeyer said. “Nothing too
intense. I swim with my sister and my
friend who used to swim with me in
college.”
“I just try to have a good time with it.
The season is so long that you just can’t
get burned out. Enough to keep my
muscles in good shape,” Upmeyer said.
Two weeks ago she swam in the

GLIAC championships with the team,
and last week she was at the NCAA
nationals where she finished eighth in
the 200-yard freestyle, eighth in the
500-yard freestyle, and fifth in the
1000-yard freestyle.
I thought to myself, when does she
get sleep, so I asked. When do you
sleep?
“Not very much, but you get used to
it,” Upmeyer said. She says it gets
harder and harder every year.
This past month has been absolutely
crazy according to Upmeyer. She
explained that all her time in the pool
takes away from work as an art major.
Julie rarely has time to complete her
lengthy art projects, but has been
fortunate to have understanding
professors. She is unable to take her
works on the road, so she must use her
spare time on campus wisely.
“I just want to be here |Calder Art

Men’s tennis takes pair in Tennessee
Ken Wisniewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Men’s tennis team takes a
pair in Tennessee
Ken Wisniewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Last weekend the Grand
Valley State men’s tennis team
ventured down to Tennessee for
a weekend tour. It was a busy
trip for the Lakers, facing four
teams in just two and a half
days.
First year Head Coach Idris

Smith’s team is off to a slow
start this season. So far, the
Lakers have an overall record of
4-4 and are 0-1 in the
conference.
The Lakers hoped to warm up
along with the weather, lost their
first match by one point, 4-5, to
Lincoln Memorial of Harrogate.
Grand Valley State got their
first win of the road trip the next
morning in Greenville; beating
Tusculum, 5-4.
The Lakers had another game
in Greenville Saturday evening,
but were outplayed, 2-7, by a
powerful Catawba team.
The Lakers closed out their

Tennessee tour with a, 6-3, win
over Carson Newman in
Jefferson City, on Sunday.
No. 1 singles Junior Weston
Fairchild got a victory in his
match vs. Tusculum (7-6, 6-1).
Senior Chris Penzien was
victorious in the No. 3 singles
bout against both Catawba (6-3,
6-4) and Tusculum (6-0, 6-1).
All three of the Lakers doubles
teams picked up wins in a sweep
over Tusculum.
The No. 1 doubles team of
Fairchild and Desmond Early
defeated Dunston and Leahy (86). The No. 2 duo of Adam
Jasick and Kyle Purdy defeated

Ferguson and Porter (8-6). And
the No. 3 pair of Penzien and
Keith Dailey defeated Ishii and
McCorkingdale (8-3).
The Lakers will take another
road trip this coming weekend to
Evansville, Indiana where they
will face University of MissouriSt.Louis, on Saturday, March
24, and Southern Indiana
University on Sunday, March
25.
Grand Valley State will host
Calvin College Tuesday, March
27 before heading to Detroit
Wednesday to take on Wayne
State University.

Center] more and I know next year is
going to be harder than this year. I
struggle with it, I think about it
everyday. Overall I’m very happy doing
both things,” Upmeyer said.
Julie believes that swimming keeps
her in touch with people other than just
art majors. The team is full of people
majoring in business, nursing,
psychology and many other fields. Her
walk from one end of the campus gives
her a chance to think about what needs
be done and a time to reflect.
“It’s good because it does get me
away from here for two hours a day. It’s
a good balance in my life. It gives me a
good mix of people, even though it does
take up a lot of time. I guess it’s just
hard on the weekends, when we have
two away meets and we’re gone all ot
Friday and all of Saturday. It’s a lot of
long hours and you feel like you just
want to go to bed,” Upmeyer said.

SLOC
continued from page 9
understandably so, held on to
the attendance drawing high
revenue teams like football and
basketball.
But now it is a different story.
Lakers drew more than 1,800
fans twice this season. That is
around the same number of fans
that World Championship
Wrestling (WCW) and the now
defunct Extreme Championship
Wrestling (ECW) draw for
television tapings on the
professional circuit.
Does that mean that Eric
Smith should be wrestling Hulk
Hogan or Matt Bishop should
lay the smack down on the
Rock? No, but I do believe those
are worthy numbers are worthy

of varsity sport consideration.
Especially since the men’s
basketball team's attendance
only broke 1,800 fans twice as
well.
The Laker Wrestling “Club"
works harder than any other
team we have at Grand Valley
State.
That is obvious by the 15 AllAmericans on the roster and
national championship trophy
sitting in the recreation room. In
a single season they have made a
non-existent team a national
target, while giving Grand
Valley State all the recognition.
Now let’s give this “Club” its
recognition, make wrestling a
varsity sport.

lakers still undefeated at 17-0-1
Ken Wisniewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Friday, March 23
Golf (M)
Track & Field (M)
a.m.
Track & Field (W)
a.m.

at District IV Tourney All day
11
at USTCA 4 way
at USTCA 4 way
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Saturday, March 24
Baseball
Softball
Golf (M)

(DH)

Track & Field (M)
a.m.
Track & Field (W)
a.m.

at Oakland City, IN
1p.m.
vs. Spring Arbor
1p.m.
at District IV Tourney All
day
at USTCA 4 way
11
at USTCA 4 way

Last Saturday, the Grand
Valley State women’s softball
team (17-0-1) took out the
Aquinas Saints 8-2 and 5-4,
during a Saturday double-header
at the
The first game was tied 2-2
going into the bottom of the
forth when the Laker bats started
heating up. Senior Melissa Sager
changed the tempo of the game
by belting a triple and picked up
three RBI’s. The Lakers’ offense
cycled through their entire

lineup driving in six runs, to take
an 8-2 lead in the forth inning.
Junior standout pitcher Amber
Castonguay kept her record
unblemished,
tossing
her
seventh straight victory.
Last week, Castonguay was
named
National
Fastpitch
Coaches Association Player of
the Week, due to her superb
performance over spring break.
While in Florida Amber tallied
a 6-0 record, striking-out 33,
while giving up just one earned
run, 13 hits and seven walks.
This gave her a most impressive
ERA of 0.16 in 43 innings of
work.

In game 2, the Lakers were
tied up late and Sager came
through with another key hit.
Sager broke a 4-4 tie in the
bottom of the sixth, bringing
pinch runner Erin Ballinger
home on a sacrifice fly.
Freshman pitcher Jennifer
Mackson remained unbeaten
this season, by pitching a
complete game for her fifth win.
The Lakers won the second
half of the double-header despite
giving up a season high five
errors.
“It was kind of surprising
because we were averaging
about one error per game, then
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Sunday, March 25
Baseball
Golf (M)

(9 Inn.)

at Oakland City, IN
12 p.m.
at District IV Tourney All
day

Monday, March 26
Softball

at Oakland Univ

3 p.m.

Tuesday, March 27
Baseball

(9 Inn.)

\

vs. Calvin

3p.m.

Grand Vtalley Lanthorn / Joah Fedoruk

ly Burt swings at a pitch in the first game of a
rch 18 verses Alma College.

at the fieldhouse on Saturday

all of a sudden we exploded,”
Head Coach Doug Woods said.
“Well, you want to explode for
runs; you don’t want to explode
for errors. I guess that’s what
you call winning ugly and that
was definitely an ugly game.”
Coach Woods’ club improved
the offensive output this week,
but would like to get the team to
be consistent in all areas.
“It’s just amazing. When you
think one thing improves... and
then the bottom drops out on
you on defense. It’s still early in
the season and I think we have
time to work on those things. A
lot of it was just execution,”
Woods said.
Tuesday, March 20 Grand
Valley State grabbed another
pair of games, defeating Alma in
a double-header.
The Lakers got a 10-0 victory
in the opener led by senior third
baseman Erin Burgess’ three
RBI’s. Sophomore shortstop
Kerri Jonas and senior second
baseman Lauren Wright chipped
in as well with two RBI’s a
piece.
In the nightcap, Grand Valley
State defeated Alma, 6-3.
Senior center fielder Julie
Wieczorek batted 3-4 in the
game, knocking in three RBI’s
while scoring two runs. Second
base
freshman
Jen
Goldschmeding had a good
game as well, batting 2-4 with
two RBI’s.
In the upcoming week the
Lakers are scheduled to host
Spring Arbor on Saturday at 1
p.m. and travel to Oakland
University on Monday at 3 p.m.

am

News

Estngen usa craM inemsa mrlaa caieer
Susan Okie
Washington Post
Women who take the hormone
estrogen for 10 years or more
after menopause substantially
increase their risk of dying of
ovarian cancer compared with
women who do not take the
hormone, according to a study
released Tuesday.
In the American Cancer
Society study of more than
211,000
post-menopausal
women, those with any history
of using hormone replacement
therapy had a somewhat higher
death rate from ovarian cancer
than non-users. But risk was
highest for those who had taken
estrogen for a decade or more,
especially among recent users.
"The study's very compelling

because of its size and its
prospective nature," said James
Lacey, an epidemiologist with
the National Cancer Institute.
The study is being published
tomorrow in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.
Ovarian cancer is rare _ an
average women's lifetime risk of
developing the disease is less
than 1 in 50. However, it is
particularly serious because in
most cases, the tumor has spread
by the time it is detected. In the
United States, ovarian cancer
kills about 14,000 women
annually.
In 1982, ACS researchers
administered
a
detailed
questionnaire about lifestyle and
possible cancer risk factors to
more than 1.2 million people.
Then they periodically obtained

information
from
death
certificates and tabulated cancer
deaths among the participants.
A total of 944 women in the
study died of ovarian cancer
during 14 years of follow-up,
including 255 women who had
reported taking hormones after
menopause and 689 who had
not. The researchers did not
obtain specific information on
the types of hormones taken, but
at the time the study began it
was still common practice
among doctors to prescribe
estrogen alone rather than
estrogen plus progesterone.
In their followup, researchers
found that women who had been
taking estrogen in 1982 and who
had taken it for 10 or more years
had more than twice the death
rate from ovarian cancer.

average,” he said. “I feel I have
accomplished what I wanted to
do.”
Under Stark’s leadership, the
department has undergone some
major changes in the last three
years. He has helped create new
majors such as classics, writing
and dance. Stark has also had a
part in creating the opera theater,
language housing and a graduate
emphasis in teaching English as
a second language.
Stark feels that the department
is in better shape than it was
three years ago.
“I don’t claim responsibility
for all of these developments,”
he said. “This is just what we
have done in the last three
years.”

The
department
has
experienced much growth under
Stark’s leadership. Currently,
over
3000
undergraduate
students are majoring in some
part of the Arts and Humanities
Department. The department
staff has also grown and now has
145 tenured and tenure-track
faculty, nine professional staff
and 17 clerical staff.
After resigning from his post
as dean. Stark hopes to continue
work on a humanities outreach
program and to polish his
German skills for next semester.
“I’m proud of my career in
higher education as a teacher,
scholar and administrator,” he
said
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lex seeks to build on Gallfornla relationship
Susan Okie
Washington Post
Having assuaged the rancor of
the Pete Wilson era, Mexico and
California are poised to move
beyond good vibes and look for
practical payoffs from their
renewed friendship.
Mexican President Vicente
Fox's choice of California as his
first U.S. destination since
taking office in December is
itself a sign of the improved
relationship.
But beyond such symbolism,

the agenda for Fox's three-day
visit, which begins Wednesday
in Sacramento, Calif., is
crowded with Cabinet-level
working meetings designed to
tackle long-simmering disputes
and craft agreements on
education exchanges, high-tech
projects
and
cross-border
environmental issues.
With commerce
already
surging as Mexico cements its
position as this state's No. 1
foreign trading partner, both
sides also are looking for fresh
investment opportunities.
"This is a working meeting.

This is not a symbolic, touchyfeely type meeting," said
Mexican Foreign Minister Jorge
Castaneda. "It is a very
exhausting,
intensive,
substantive agenda."
"This is something we can do
because it's not a political
problem in Mexico since there is
a much more forthcoming
attitude in California than there
was a few years ago," Castaneda
said.
"When you had a Gov. Wilson
and Proposition 187, it would
probably have been a little more
difficult."

DEAN
continued from page 3
strengthen
individual
programs and enhance the
reputation of the division and
GVSU.
“If we work together as a
coordinated force, the division
of Arts and Humanities has the
potential to be a true academic
leader for Grand Valley State
University,” McGee said.
Current Dean Stark decided to
retire because he wants a
position that will allow him to
spend more time with his family,
particularly his son. He
explained that being the dean of
the second largest academic
division at GVSU was often
accompanied by long hours.
“Nationally, a dean only works
for three to five years on
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continued from page 2
presidency at the University of
Maine came third.
Board
member
Paul
Hillegonds questioned Cargol
about the tremendous growth of
GVSU. He wanted to know if
there was an optimum size that
the university should be.
“I’m not sure there is an
optimum size for Grand Valley,”
he said. “But I think there is
probably an optimum size for
each campus.” Cargol guessed
that Allendale was already
approaching its limit and a good
way to decide on size limit
would be to hold campus-wide
open forums.
To compare Cargol’s world of
academia
with
Murray’s
Lansing experience, Trustee
Karen Henry-Strokes asked him
if he had any experience of the
federal level. Cargol replied that
he had experience dealing with
four female senators and a
congressman in Maine on a
regular basis.
“Having
a
very
good
relationship
with
federal
legislators is very important for
an institution," he added.
In his closing statement,
Cargol said he would make a
long-term commitment to
GVSU, jokingly adding that it
wouldn’t be 32 years because he
was already 50.
“It would be my honor to be
your president,” said Cargol,
ending his one and a half-hour

tuition expense repayment while you work.

interview.
After a brief recess, Murray
appeared on stage at 10:45 a.m.
to begin his interview with the
board.
Murray has been state
treasurer and special policy
advisor to Governor Engler
since 1999. Before his position,
he served as vice president of
finance and administration at
Michigan State University for a
year and director of the
Michigan
Department
of
Management and
Budget,
among other posts.
He received his bachelor’s in
economics and master’s in labor
and industrial relations from
MSU.
At the start of the interview,
Murray spent a few minutes
discussing his 20 plus years of
service in the public sector.
“I’ve touched education in a
number of different place,” he
said. “I’ve had good, strong
leadership skills.”
“I’m not after a title, I’m after
the opportunity
to help
organizations move forward in
public missions,” he added.
When asked about his work on
the Detroit Public Schools
school board, Murray said it was
one of his best experiences.
“I learned about the racial
polarization in our society,” he
said and explained that if he
were president, diversity would
constantly be of focus.

WAGE
continued from page 3
action to be taken in the fight
against sweatshops.
Grand
Valley
State
University’s Students Against
Sweatshops (SAS) is also
involved in this fight, and
recently
encouraged
the
university’s Student Senate to
pass a resolution for GVSU to
become affiliated with the
Workers Rights Consortium
(WRC). This will create a code
of conduct for all university
apparel
sold in campus
bookstores.
By joining the WRC, GVSU
and 71 other universities will
hold corporations accountable
for factory conditions.

“GVSU will be making a
difference with the strength of
71 universities in a multi-billion
dollar industry,” said Matt AbcrTowns, SAS activist.
GVSU students can help make
a difference, although AberTowns stressed that refusing to
wear certain brands of clothing
is not the most effective way to
help.“Boycotts are not what we
need,” he said. “We need
exposure and we need to work
together.”
For more information about
the Living Wage Project and to
make a donation, log on to the
campaign
site
at
www.nikewages.org.

Board chair Donna Brooks
asked Murray how he would
overcome
the
immense
challenge of replacing Lubbers,
who has a slew of personal
connections.
Murray replied that he had two
strengths that would help him
overcome this challenge. “I
understand large, complex
organization,” he said. “And I
know Lansing and I know
Michigan.
I have strong
relationships in the state
capitol.”
When asked the same question
as Cargol regarding an optimal
size for GVSU, Murray
answered with a specific yes,
guessing it would be somewhere
around 20,000.
“This university cannot have
the character it does at 40,000,”
he explained.
In his closing statement,
Murray said that GVSU is an
institution that is an asset to
West Michigan.
“I have never failed,” he said,
“and I have complete confidence
that I would not fail here.”
Following both of the
interviews, the board had the
responsibility to select one of
two men and in a 6 to 2 vote,
they appointed Mark Murray
GVSU’s presidency, effective
June 30.
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Be a Passport
Program Diplomat

GVSU
What is the

passport program?

The Passport Program is designed to offer new college students social opportunities that are free of alcohol.
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Immigration Attorney
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Specializing in:
• F • 1 Visa Reinstatements
• J -1 Visa Waivers
•H-1B Visas
• Labor Certifications
• Family Based Immigrant Filings
• Asylum Matters
• Se Habla EspaAol
Experienced Attorneys
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McKay Taw*r • Grand Rapid*. Michigan

Phone: 776-3586

What is a Diplomat?
A diplomat is a Passport mentor: an upper class student that is willing to mentor new residential students
for the first month of school during the Fall of 2001. This person will ease some of the stress of
transitioning to college by helping freshmen establish relationships and get positively involved in campus life.

Why should I

become a

Diplomat?

Being a diplomat will offer you a unique leadership opportunity. You will have a chance to positively
impact the GVSU community and to make a difference in the lives of individual college students.

How can I get Involved?
Attend one of the following informational meetings in the Kirkhof Center, Cabins D, E, & F.
Interviews will follow the meeting:
Tuesday, March 20,9:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Monday, March 26, 5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.
If you have further questions, contact Nancy L. Harper, Director of ALERT Labs,
895-2537 or hapem@gvsu.edu
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Campus
from press reports

Arts at Nmi tertts

LOCAL MUSICIANS HOPE TO HAVE THEIR SOUND HEARD AT GRAND
VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY’S 'BATTLE OF THE BANDSSP
srfr! .

The Arts at Now Senes at Grand
Valley State University will be
presenting several different «*“jws
over the last few weeks of Maivh.
Marvh 2b will see the Perogino
String Quartet who will present the
world premiere of Stnng Quartet
No. $ by Will Gay Bottje On
Marv h 28 the Paul Vomhagen
Quartet will perform a vanety of
I*//. including music by Horace
Silver and Duke Ellington. Bmh
of these performances will be held
in the Cook Dewitt Center on the
GVSU Allendale campus at noon.
Drey are approximately 50 minutes
long and open to everyone.

Aimee Chaput
Gratul Valley Lanthorn
rand Rapids is saturated with
music.
When the sun goes down on any
given day, local bars and clubs are filled
with fresh musical talent that seems to
ooze out of every corner of the city.
Favorite Eastown bars like Billy’s and
The Intersection always have a calendar
chock full of rocking bands, as well as

G

Stooges and the Deuce downtown.
House parties can be heard up and down
the blocks with friends getting together
and jamming out.
Grand Valley State University has
joined the plight in supporting the local
music scene with their annual Battle of
the Bands competition Thursday, March
22, at 8 p.m. in the Grand River Room
in the Kirkhof Center on the Allendale
campus. The event is sponsored by the
National Residence Hail Honorary has

EVERYDAY EINSTEIN
The Grand Rapids Art Museum
has more events to present to the
people of Grand Rapids in March.
Friday, March 25. will host a free
pastel sketching class taught by
Irene Wordhouse of the Great
Lakes Pastel Society front 6:30 to
9:30 p.m. Before the class,
admission to the Museum is free,
with a cash bar and Junior
Valentine performing at 5:30 p.m.
Sunday. March 25. is the Sunday
Afternoon Concert in the Galleries,
w hich will be "Montage of
American Ja/./ with the Hope
College Faculty Jazz Ensemble.”
This performance will be at 3 p.m.
ami admission is free.
There are also two feature
displays that will be running at the
GRAM as well. Through May 20.
the “American Masters: The
Manoogian Collection" exhibit will
be displayed. This is considered to
be one of the best private
collections of American art formed
in the 20th century. “Renaissance
to Modem Treasures from the
Collection” will run through Aug
20. Tins is a highlight of GRAM’s
most significant work in its
collection, featuring over 200
paintings, photographs, drawings,
furniture and more.
The GRAM is opened daily from
11 a m. to 6 p.m., Friday until 9
p.nt. Closed on Mondays.
Admission is $5 for adults and $2
for students.
The museum is located at 155
Division North, downtown Grand
Rapids. For more information call
831-2910.

MCA tt present thrae new
art dlsaiays at downtown
fuillavlAC1

The Urban Institute for
Contemporary Arts (UICA) will
present “The Water Planet.” an arts
series about the environment and
water. The display will run from
March 23 through May 4 at the
UICA. 41 Sheldon SE.
Grand Rapids photographer
Jennifer Steensma Hoag. Holland
sculptor Michel L. Conroy and
Chicago artist Carrie Ohm will be
featured.
Hoag's work is displayed in
UlCA’s Race Street Gallery and
explores the idea of landscape as a
human construct. Hoag is also an
assistant professor ut Calvin
College.
Conroy’s art is displayed in the
UlCA’s InSpacc Gallery. “Vessel”
is a boat-like piece from her
Nocturne Series.
Ohm. a West Michigan native,
will present her sculpture
“Maintenance" in the UlCA’s Front
Street Gallery.
’ The UlCA’s gallery hours are
Tuesday through Saturday. 11 a m.
to 4 p.m. For more details call
454-7000.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Josh Fedoruk

Jenny Skidmore and Shawn Watkins of Everyday Einstein play recently at a
concert at the Kleiner Commons. The band has a large GVSU following.

Attention Deficit Drams
presents shows
Bob Mayberry, John Rich, and
Denise Stephenson put together
different plays from the same idea
Shows are Marvh 30. 31. April 5,
6. 7 at the 10 Weston Theatre

(

lave to be airwave friendly,
dinner of the Battle of the Bands
/in five hours of recording time
River City Studios, yet all the
s will have the opportunity to play
to a GVSU crowd.
Proceeds from the event will go
towards D.A. Blodgett Big Brothers Big
Sisters.
Tickets for the event are $2 for GVSU
student and $3 for non-GVSU students
and can be purchased at the door.

been organized by Ron Watkins.
Four bands will be highlighted at
event, including Joyride, Ag Sil
Everyday Einstein and Slant.
Each band will have their
shine on stage, and unlike
they will be judged by a
of students.
/><
Bands will be j
asics:
brmance.
sound, lyrics and
Watkins said that
that the
be original,
bands use does

M
hmw
f

Everyday Einstein is certainly not
your everyday band. Six enthusiastic
musicians make up the GVSU-based
group, who started out as an acoustic
coffee shop band that mixed pop style
with folk sounds. Over time and after
adding more members to their roster,
they now consider themselves ‘‘college
age modem rock” and are ready to take
on the Battle of the Bands.
Shawn Watkins started the group and
has played around GVSU for the past
four years. After growing weary writing
songs and playing by himself for so
long, Watkins decided to try and put
together a band. He called on a few of
his willing friends: Chip King, who
plays the double bass, and Joe Porenta
from Grand Haven High School, who
plays the drums. Next, Watkins knew
he wanted a female voice to do some
backup as well as lead vocals, and he
found Jenny Skidmore.
‘‘She turned out to be a godsend and
she has an uncanny ability to sing
unconventional harmonies that really
bring out the lead melody in songs,”
Watkins says of Skidmore. Lance
Wilson, Watkins’ roommate, plays
trumpet for Everyday Einstein and these
five used last summer to make a CD and
play all over.
When they returned to school this

year, Watkins knew they needed another
guitarist. With his skill on the electric
guitar, Dave Martin was a perfect match
for the group.
‘‘Dave comes from a variety of band
backgrounds and adds a distinct flavor
to the band,” Watkins says.
Thus, Everyday Einstein is completed.
With Watkins on lead vocals and rhythm
guitar, the sextet has developed a solid
GVSU following, and hopes to spread
the word.
The band is influenced by many
different sounds, including classical,
hard rock, contemporary Christian and
pop music. They listen to everything
from the Dave Matthews Band and Bare
Naked Ladies to Switchfoot and Toad
the Wet Sprocket.
Everyday Einstein has played a
plethora of venues, including house
parties, coffee shops like Afterwards,
Discussions and Four Friends, and clubs
like The Deuce.
“So far our best show has been at the
Deuce when our sound finally came
together and people got up and danced,”
Watkins says.
Watkins is also optimistic about the
Battle of the Bands competition.
“We jump at any chance to play,”
Watkins says. "We are not in it to
compete really, we just want people to
hear us and have more people realize
that we are a band they want to hear.”

A0 SILVER
«t*
First timers to the Battle of
the Bands stage. Ag Silver is
no stranger to performing.
The quartet has known each
other since they were
freshmen in high school
where they entered a talent
show together.
Since then, they have played
many venues and have
released a self-titled five-song
EPof original music, which is
their first studio project.
Three of the four members
attend
Cornerstone
University: Vocalist and
guitarist Brendon Chapin,
vocalist and bassist Dustin
Ingham; and drummer Craig
Vanderwier. Chris McKeller,
the band’s vocalist and
guitarist is a student at GVSU.
The
four
consider

themselves a modem and
melodic rock group who
listens to U2, Counting Crows
and Neve for inspiration.
“Our best show was our CD
release party back in October
of 2000,” says McKeller. “and
we had 600 plus people out
exclusively to see us dancing
and singing all the words;
there was nothing like it."
Ag Silver ( and yes, their
name came from the Periodic
Table of Elements) has played
<ti the Celebration of the
Grand and The Ground Floor.
“Typically we’re constantly
playing out — except for the
minor setback of adding a new
member,” says McKeller.
The band had a minor
setback in January when
frontman John Omee left the
band to pursue other interests.

This is when Chapin took
over, and Joyride hasn’t
looked back since.
“Our music caters to the
likings of college and late
high school ages,” says
McKeller. “We had a good
following in the area for
several years, often standing
room only.”
The group will be starting
demo material this spring for a
new album to be recorded
over the summer. Until then,
they will continue to write
songs and perform live.
“Hopefully [we’U] get some
recognition on campus, as this
will be our first performance
at GVSU.” says McKeller of
the Battle of the Bands. “We’d
like this to open some
opportunity to play more
shows on or near campus.”

SLANT

rnoto courtesy ol Ag Silver

Craig Vanderwier, Dustin Ingham, John Omee, and Chris
McKellar of Ag Silver. Frontman Bredon Chapin is not pictured

Sp§tll«tit Productions
shows (roe movflos
Each week. Spotlight
Productions and CincmaTECH
present free entertainment for
students at OVSU. The
blockbuster movie “Unbreakable”
will be shown Monday. March 26.
at 9 p.m. in the Pere Marquette
Room in the Kirkhoff Center.
Check GVSU’s calendar for a list
of the movies that will be shown.
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Photo courtesy of Slant

Tim Alexander and Mike Riske of Slant rock a local show at the
Intersection, Eastown, Grand Rapids

JOYRIDE
Although the old adage “sex,
drugs and rock ‘n’ roll” seems
to fair strong with most bands
today, the three-man band
Joyride puts a different tilt on
the business.
“We don’t care to make a
dime with music,” says band
member Jaymz Pyne.
Percussionist Nate Larcau
and vocalist/guitarist Jaymz

Pyne met at Aquinas College
and soon hooked up with
Lareau’s friend at GVSU, bass
guitarist Jeremy Pyne. The
three joined together to make
Joyride, “a paradoxical style of
modem bubble gum pop
punk.”
Obviously, many different
types of music have effected
the group. While Jaymz and
Nate enjoy oldies and jazz to

<

The four-man band Slant has proven
that a little perseverance can go a long
way.
Over the past seven months, the
group has gone from playing house
parties to jamming with bands like
Molly and 19 Wheels at the
Intersection.
“We were asked to play a WGRD
New Rock show at the Intersection
opening up for 19 Wheels,” Brenden
Stark, drummer of Slant says. “That
was our biggest show yet. There were
hundreds of Grand Valley people
there.”
Back in February the boys were
shown on Fox 17, while their song
“Today” has gotten airplay on WGRD.
“There has been a lot of hype and
buzz about Slant at the station,”
WGRD music personality Remy told
The Grand Valley Lanthorn recently.
Slant was bom the day that Brenden
Stark responded to a “drummer wanted
ad” in the Lanthorn and met lead singer
and guitarist Tim Alexander, lead
guitarist Chris Andrus and bass
guitarist Mike Riske.

bands like The Smashing
Pumpkins, Weezer, Incubus
and Built to Spill, Jeremy’s
into techno and shoegazer.
“Almost
anybody
can
identify to the themes running
through the album, and we
have quite a few fans that have
the thing memorized,” says
Pyne.
The boys have played a
number of different shows,

4

The group went on to play gigs at
local parties, the Kleiner Commons
and the BS Lounge, while keeping a
steady GVSU fan base.
They show no signs of slowing down
either, as they have plans for another
upcoming show at the Intersection.
“We categorize our music as
alternative rock with an edge,” says
Stark, who is also Slant’s manager.
“We like to keep the crowd moving.”
Bands like Third Eye Blind, Lit,
Weezer, Seven Dust, Marvelous 3 and
eve 6 are the biggest influences on
Slant’s musical style.
After hearing about Battle of the
Bands through a friend. Slant entered
the competition and will have copies of
their studio-produced demo CD to sell.
Those interested can also visit the band
at
http://gvsuslant.homestead.com/Slant.
htm.
“We would like to get our music out
to GVSU students we have not reached
yet,” Stark says about the Battle of the
Bands. “And win, of course. That’s
what everyone wants.”

including one with Domestic
Problems and recently with
Diffuser.
“(Our)
lyrics
bend
downward to the pessimistic,
but you can’t help but feel
happy as the music bends
upward towards optimism,”
says Jaymz Pyne.
“Most
music should fit the emotion at
hand, but we feel that in this
light we can portray that even

the worst things have a good
side, and there is a little
bitterness in happiness.”
The band has done two
charity concerts supporting
cancer and leukemia, and
plans on doing another show in
support of high school bands.
Joyride was asked to join the
Battle of the Bands by Slant,
whom they have played with
before.
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and the Academy Award goes to

Ryan Bye
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Academy Awards
are just around the comer
and the nominees have
been announced. It has
certainly been a less
than stellar year
for
filmmaking.
Some of the
nominees are
not necessarily
worthy of a
nomination but
because the year
2000 did not
produce
many
remarkable films
these others were
added almost as a
charity to fill the
empty spots. It seems
that each year the
Academy Awards has
moved
toward
becoming
a
popularity vote rather
than a awards show
based on the best
performances
and
films of the year. With
all this aside, let’s take
an in-depth look at some
of the nominees and also
who and what should
have been chosen or at
1 least reconsideration
after the fact.
BEST PICTURE

“CHOCOLAT”
Director Lasse Hallstrom
is back this year with his
delightful fable
about
a
drifter who
is a woman
that can
reach
men’s
hearts
through
their sweet
tooth.

Fun but not really a best picture
kind of movie.
“CROUCHING
TIGER.
HIDDEN DRAGON” - Has
everything you want in a movie.
It is a great story, with beautiful
cinematography,
wellchoreographed
action
sequences and fine acting. The
best thing is that even as a
foreign film, the subtitles didn’t
bother me a bit because the
body language propels the story.
“ERIN BROCKOVICH” Typical David vs. Goliath
parable about a young woman
who investigates wrongdoings
at a gas and electric company.
The acting is good, but the
movie has been done before.
Giving this a best picture
nomination is a big oversight by
the committee.
“GLADIATOR”
Arousingly effective sword and
sandal
epic.
Wholly
entertaining, but not ready to
become a classic.
“TRAFFIC” — Never has a
movie dealt with blood lines
and family ties since Francis
Ford
Coppola’s
“The
Godfather”. Fine performances
from the ensemble cast and taut
direction.
OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS
FOR
BEST
PICTURE

“BOILER ROOM” - At first,
this movie seems like a
“gangster white boy makes
good,” but this film has a deeper
subtext of greed, redemption
and moral choice. The acting is
first-rate and it is well directed.
Its chances were hurt because it
came out almost a year ago and
films like this tend to get lost in
the shuffle.
“ALMOST FAMOUS” Cameron
Crowe’s
semiautobiographical account of a
young rock writer on the road
with the band that’s close to
stardom is a joy from first frame
to last. Great ensemble cast and

The

Best

S3

Seat

well directed. It is a complete
shocker that this film missed the
eyes of the Academy.
BEST ACTOR

JAVIER
BARDEM
“BEFORE NIGHT FALLS” This is a solid acting job from
this first-time nominee. He is
this year’s Roberto Begnini and
that might give him a good shot
at winning.
The Academy
drools over foreign actors.
RUSSELL
CROWE
“GLADIATOR” - He was
nominated for Michael Mann’s
“The Insider” last year, which
he deserved. Here he is playing
a typical larger-than-life hero,
which doesn’t constitute a lot of
acting skill. This nomination is
here because they only had four
and the Academy needed to fill
the fifth slot.
TOM
HANKS
“CAST
AWAY” — This is Hanks’
fourth nomination.
He is
definitely an Academy favorite,
plus he won the Golden Globe
for best actor in a dramatic
performance this year. Because
of that he has a good chance at
winning.
ED HARRIS “POLLOCK”
— Harris has been nominated
for his performances in “Apollo
13” and “The Truman Show” in
the supporting category. This is
his first in the leading actor
category.
He plays the
alcoholic artist Jackson Pollock
with intensity and power. Has a
good shot but probably will get
left in the dust.
GEOFFREY
RUSH
“QUILLS” — A few years ago
Rush won the Oscar in this
category for his brilliant
performance in “Shine”. But
the bad publicity behind the
film’s release and its odd
subject matter of the inner
workings of the mind of the
Marquis de Sade hurts his
chances.

OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS
BEST ACTOR

FOR

CHRISTIAN
BALE
“AMERICAN PSYCHO” Bale is so wonderful in this
movie that my heart sank when
I heard he wasn’t nominated.
The film’s controversy hurt his
chances, I assume, but that
doesn’t
relieve
the
responsibility of the Academy
to give credit where credit is
deserved.
GIOVANNI
R1BIS1
“BOILER ROOM” - After his
touching performance in this
film I thought he was a shoe-in
for a nomination, but I guess the
Academy thought otherwise.
Maybe they thought the film
was Oliver Stone’s sequel to
“Wall Street."
MICHAEL
DOUGLAS
"WONDER
BOYS”
Douglas
gave
a
career
performance as Grady Tripp, an
overweight, pothead college
professor who is having
problems following up his debut
novel “Arsonist’s daughter” but
finds his way home by the end
of the film. The Academy blew
it big time by not nominating
him.

was much better than this
ELLEN
BURSTYN“REQUIEM FOR A
DREAM" — Seasoned actress
who is great looking at 67 lias
been nominated numerous
times and won in 1974 tor her
:rforin a lice
in
Martin
rorvese’s “Alice IXk'sii’i l ivc
Here
Aioinoic
Mm
performance as a pill-addicted
mother was well worthy of a
nomination and amid give her a
chance at Oscar gold again.
LAURA
l.INNKY'YOU
CAN COUNT ON ME”
Her
erformance was flawless a\
ammy. a single mother w ith a
child trying to survive. She
should win but not w inning the
Golden Globe leaves doubt in
our minds and the Academy's.
JULIA ROBERTS "ERIN

£

g

BRoacoviar

sim

been nominated tor “Pretty
PLEASE St f OSCAR, 15
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BEST ACTRESS

JOAN
ALLEN
“THE
CONTENDER” - She has
been nominated before for her
supporting performance in “The
Crucible.” Her performance in
“The Contender” was touching
and intense as Vice President
hopeful Laine Hansen. She
brought a depth to the role that
otherwise would not have made
the movie worthwhile. She has
a shot but this is a tough
category this year.
JULIETTE
BINOCHE
“CHOCOLAT”
Her
performance was entertaining
but not nearly worthy of Oscar
gold. She won best supporting
actress in 19% for “The English
Patient” but that performance
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For showtimes call 616-532-8731

Rivertown Crossings Mall
6.
•Tickets available online 'Student discounts

Visit clnemark.com 1
Purchase Tickets Online! While there
register to receive showtimes via email!

Play explores life
Aimee Chaput
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Come the end of March,
Grand Valley State University
will see a new side to the theater
department.
A production of the Pulitzer
Prize-winning play, “Angels in
America:
Millennium
Approaches” by Tony Kushner
will be put on by GVSU actors
and one professional actor.
“It’s a pretty amazing show,”
says Karen Libman, assistant
professor of Communications
and director of the play.
The play brings many issues to
light, such as AIDS, politics,
youthful relationships and
homosexuality.
The plot
circulates around characters and
how they deal with being gay,
being afflicted with AIDS, and
having drug addictions.
Libman also stressed that the
play was completely student
driven.
“They wanted to do it. It’s just
a phenomenal play and they
want to do good theater,” she
says.
“Angels in America” has
become a Broadway hit,
receiving seven Tony Awards as

well as the Pulitzer Prize.
There will also be three events
planned in correlation with the
play. On April 2, from 1 to 2
p.m., there will be a lecture open
to the public, where Dr. Pat
Tetreault will present “The
Umbrella
of
Oppression:
Diversity, Awareness, and
Inclusive Programming in the
Classroom.” Call 895-3498 to
register.
April 4 will host a panel
discussion from 1-2 p.m. which
will include discussion with a
minister, a counselor, a
sociologist, and a HIV/AIDS
expert. Call 895-3668 for more
information.
On April 12 the cast will
present a stage reading of Part II
of “Angels in America”
at 7:30 p.m. at the PAC.
Showtimes for “Angels in
America" are March 30 and 31,
and April 5-7 at 7:30 p.m. ApriT
1 and 7 will also have a|
performance at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $7 for adults and $5 for
students. Viewer discretion is
advised for younger children,
because of the strong adult
themes and language.
For
tickets
or
more
information call 895-2300.

Galaxy far, far away
Aaron DeKuiper
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The figure of Nugero ran
stealthily through the early
Fondor morning, from wall to
wall through the narrow city
streets and alleys, avoiding
drawing any undue Imperial
attention. Luke Skywalker was
his shadow, pacing the First man
step for step, duck for duck.
Behind, struggling just to keep
up, was Lezzy.
Suddenly
Nugero cried out softly and
doubled over; she nearly
slammed into the two men as
they came to an abrupt halt.
“What’s going on?”
Luke ignored her, instead
kneeling paternally by his
friend. “Nugero...what is it?”
The other man clutched his
hands to his head and fought
with some unseen pain for
many moments before he was
able to talk. “I felt something.
Something very bad, through
the Force,” he said, voice grim.

Luke frowned. If Nugero had
felt it, why hadn’t he? No
matter, that was a question for
some other time. “Everyone
keep you eyes out, who knows
what could happen,” he advised
as the trio regrouped and moved
forward again.
Shortly they arrived back at
the hideout of Tak’s rebel cell.
Nugero watched the streets until
all was clear, then ducked
inside; the others followed. The
scene within was horrible.
Rena stood facing the door, a
look of shock on her face. Luke
saw Nugero, not moving, and
followed his eyes to the back
comer of the abode. Tak and
Rona lay, crumpled to the floor
in pools of blood.
“What...how...why?” Nugero
sputtered, taking in the corpses
of two of his friends. Rena
blinked a few times and
swallowed, composing herself.
“Nugero, praise be it is you!”
she cried, rushing forward again
PLEASE SEE FAR, 18

Small Drink & Burrito Supreme
for only... $2.00
Between 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. - Close
when you present this coupon.

OTTAWA CREEK
APARTMENTS

CALLING FUTURE

ician Assistants
to a Held aa iaforaiatioa irnkti
Caatral M&hlgaa Ualvaraity’a
'SICIAN ASSISTANT PROGRAM.

Friday, February 23,2001
Friday, March 23,2001
Friday, April 20, 2001
’.May 18.2001

Large 2 bedroom apartment.
Laundry Room, Air Conditioning,
and Dishwasher.
Leasing for summer and
fall of 2001!
Low Rates! Near GVSU!
Special summer rate with tall lease,
11127 52nd Ave., Call 677-5270

on

ImM at 4:00 p.m. In Fon*t 133.

deadline for 2002 is
I. 20011
m reservation. program
or to oktmtn am appticatton!
Comma the Admunoiu Office at

JI *774-1730 Phono or 517-774-1153 Fm
E-MmI ckpadmififlcmtcli ctki

Help Save A Life — Donate Plasma Today.
Its The Right Thing To Do!
And Each Month You Can Earn Up To

$200

Call Community Bio-Resources to make your appointment:

COMMUNITY BIO-RESOURCES
616.458.1646
www.cbr-usa.com

Now you w,ill recieve an EXTRA $10 on your
2nd donation within a calendar week!
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Macedania reintorces barrier troops in
expectation ot escalated conflicts

This Week’s Headlines
from press reports

Navy ubuHHiM cMMm Mail MiMHiin Man Mi. Mmm inn ta MImi
PEARL HARBOR. Hawaii -- Nearing its end. a U.S.
Navy court of inquiry was set on Monday to hear
testimony from a U.S. submarine crewman who said
he had data that another ship was nearby before his
vessel surfaced into a Japanese ship last month.
Petty Officer 1 st Class Patrick Seacrest was granted
immunity for his testimony.
Seacrest, a fire control technician aboard the USS
Greeneville, told investigators that his data indicated
the second vessel was 4,000 yards from the submarine
six minutes before it surfaced.
But, he said, he assumed it was wrong when die
sub's skipper, Cmdr. Scott Waddle, and the officer of
the deck. Lt. j.g. Michael Coen, reported seeing no

Dennis Espy

ships during their periscope scans.
Seacrest also said he didn't speak up because civilian
guests aboard the sub blocked his access to the
officers.
Waddle, Coen and Waddle's executive officer, Lt.
Cmdr. Gerald Pfeifer, are the subjects of the court of
inquiry's investigation. Nine people, including four
high school students, were lost when the Japanese
vessel Ehime Maru sunk following the collision.
Seacrest is the last witness scheduled to testify
before attorneys for the three officers present their
cases.
It is unclear whether they will call any witnesses or
whether the officers themselves will testify.

Washington Post

Macedonian reinforcements
have moved into the border area
where a battle against ethnic
Albanian rebels has been raging
for almost a week.
More than two dozen vehicles,
including four tanks, four
armored personnel carriers,
three other troop carriers armed
with weapons and 10 trucks,
could be seen rolling up the road
to Tetovo from Skopje.
The move came as fighting
between Macedonian troops and
ethnic Albanian rebels entered
its sixth day on Monday, and as
European
leaders
voiced
concern over the growing crisis.
The extra troops will be used
in what the government
promised will be a further
crackdown on Albanian rebels
operating in the border area.

Senate mms two-week (Mate m campaign finance
WASHINGTON D.C.— As the Senate opened debate
Monday on a bill to ban unlimited contributions to
political parties, reform advocates blasted current fund
raising practices as "legalized bribery."
Senate leaders have set aside two weeks to debate
the bill sponsored by John McCain and Russ Feingold,
who want to ban unlimited contributions to political
parties known as "soft money." McCain, R-Arizona,
said the bill is needed to restore public faith in politics
and change "a system the public believes is corrupt."
"Campaign contributions up to the hundreds of
thousands of dollars from a single source are not
healthy for democracy," McCain said. "Is that not selfevident? It is to the people."

McCain and Feingold dramatized their message
before the debate opened Monday with a walk to each
party's national committee offices in Washington.
The McCain-Feingold bill would ban soft money,
restrict political advertising by independent groups and
enact greater disclosure requirements. Critics argue the
bill's limits on spending violate the First Amendment's
right to free expression.
Sen. Chuck Hagel, who is offering a rival bill,
warned that McCain-Feingold would limit the ability
of people to get involved in politics.
"Democracy is messy," said Hagel, R Nebraska. "We
are going to hear a number of examples of how messy
and unfair democracy is in the course of this debate."

Sikirica. 36, the camp commander, is accused of
genocide, the most serious crime to be judged by the
tribunal.
He also faces several counts of crimes against
humanity and violations of the laws or customs of war.
Dosen, 33 — nicknamed "Kajin" or "Cain" — and
Kolundzija. 41, face war crimes charges but not
genocide.
Ryneveld said the defendants were part of "an
orchestrated rampage of persecution and terror"
intended to wipe out the non-Serb population in the
Prijedor region and create an "ethnically pure Serbian
state."

Israel closes ell BeUMebeui alter Jewish settler Bias in shooting
JERUSALEM — Israel slapped a travel ban on the
West Bank town of Bethlehem on Monday after
gunmen fired at a Jewish settler whose car then
crashed into a truck.
The Israel Defense Forces said at least 15 bullets hit
the car driven by a Jewish settler from Gush Etzion.
Authorities said the man then lost control of his car
after he was shot and died when his car collided at
high speed with a truck.
The army said the gunmen responsible for the attack
were believed to have returned to Bethlehem, which is
controlled by Yasser Arafat's Palestinian Authority.
The incident comes as Israeli Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon visits Washington for talks with U.S. Secretary
of State Colin Powell and U.S. President George W.
Bush.
The closure of Bethlehem had been lifted last week
after international criticism of Sharon for tightening
travel restrictions on Palestinian cities.
Just before leaving for Washington, Sharon ordered
Israeli security officials to meet with their Palestinian
counterparts to discuss ways of curbing the violence.
He has said that peace negotiations with the
Palestinians cannot go on while the violence continues.
In another incident, mortar shells were fired at an
Israeli Army post inside Israel near the Gaza border.

Washington Post

Reinforcements have been
sent to the Tetovo region.

appealed to allied governments
to send more troops to boost the
40,000-strong KFOR force
there.

Amtrak crash victim was takiag brother's ashes home
Clarence Shipman
Washington Post

BomIms accused of uorsocudM go Mora ML war crfmos tribunal
NETHERLANDS — Three Bosnian Serb
commanders have gone on trial before the U.N. war
tribunal, accused of war crimes, including genocide
Dusko Sikirica, Damir Dosen and Dragan Kolundzija
ran the Keraterm detention facility in BosniaHerzegovina where thousands of prisoners were
starved, beaten, sexually assaulted and held in storage
cells so cramped there was no room to lie down,
prosecutors said.
"The three accused here were among those who
made their lives a living hell," prosecutor Dirk
Ryneveld said in his opening statement.
"The evidence will leave no reasonable doubt in your
mind of their guilt."

Macedonian
government
spokesman Antonio Milosovski:
"Macedonian security forces
will soon start a final operation
to destroy the terrorists."
Heavy artillery fire boomed
across the hills north of the city.
Houses could be seen on fire and
there was smoke from mountain
areas where exploding artillery
shells set off fires.
Sources said the artillery fire
was less severe on Monday than
the previous day but that a
government source had called it
the "calm before the storm."
NATO Secretary General
George
Robertson
has
announced that more KFOR
troops are to be moved to the
Kosovo border to block
Albanian rebel supply routes
from Kosovo to Macedonia.
He did not say how many
troops would be moved to the
Kosovo border area, but

The woman killed when an Amtrak train derailed
in Iowa was returning home with the ashes of her
brother who had died last week while she was on
her way to Des Moines.
Stella Riehl, 69, of Colorado Springs, Colorado,
died when the California Zephyr jumped the tracks
late Saturday. Another 96 people were hurt when
11 of the train's 16 cars derailed about six miles
west of Coming, Iowa.
Riehl's family announced that she had set out for
Des Moines to be with her ailing brother, who died
in a nursing home before she could reach Des
Moines.
Riehl attended his funeral and was on her way
back home with his ashes when the derailment
occurred. The family said that her body had been
taken from the wreckage and that her brother's
ashes had also been recovered.
The National Transportation Safety Board said
"track-related problems" may have been the cause.
Investigators said they have found broken track
and are trying to determine whether that played a
role in the accident.
"It's very hard to determine whether it happened
underneath the derailment or prior to it, so that
will be part of our investigation," NTSB
investigator Ted Turpin said. The train engineer
told investigators he was doing about 52 mph at
the time of the crash, well below the track's posted
limit of 79 mph, Turpin said.

our guest!

Grand Valley Lanthom / Photographer

96 passenger were injured when 11 of the
California Zephyr’s 16 cars derailed in near
freezing temperatures in Iowa.

Yes! I am interested in finding out
more about Oakland University’s
spring and summer classes.
Please send information on:
□ College of Arts and Sciences
□ School of Business Administration
□ School of Education and
Human Services
□ School of Engineering and
Computer Science
□ School of Health Sciences
□ School of Nursing
□ Other (please specify)

Taking a break from the books this
spring and summer? Be our guest at Oakland University
and get ahead of the game next fall.
Take a couple of courses (you can choose from more than 1,000 spring
or summer classes) that will directly transfer to your home university
— you’ll be one step closer to graduation.
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Johnson said. “1 want individual
with multiple skills and I believe
that individual is Mark Murray.”
Trustee Karen Henry Strokes
also voted for Murray, despite
her original belief that a
university president should be
traditional, with a Ph.D.
“Halfway into the interview
with Mark Murray, my bias fell
away,” she said. “He was honest
and direct and he is filled with
leadership qualities.”
Chairwoman Brooks was the
last board member to cast her
vote, which was for Murray as
well. Brooks explained that
although both candidates were
“superb,” Murray’s financial
experience was the asset that
won her vote.
“We’re in an area of fiscal
constraints,” she said. “We need
a university president that will
focus on the viability and quality
of our institution.”
Despite the two votes in favor
of Cargol, the board cast an
anonymous vote for Murray,
which was passed by all board
members. The third president in
the history of GVSU was
officially announced at 5:30
p.m. press conference in the
Loosemoore Auditorium of the
DeVos Center. President-elect

Murray attended to accept the
post, with wife Elizabeth in
attendance.
‘This is such a magnificent
institution
and
such
a
magnificent
community,”
Murray said. “1 don’t think
there is anything more exciting
than going on to the next level.”
“I couldn’t be happier today,”
he added. “Elizabeth and I and
our kids are pleased to become
part of the West Michigan
community.”
President
Lubbers
also
attended the press conference
and praised the board’s selection
of Murray as his replacement.
"The choice is wise because he
knows more about Grand Valley
than any other candidate. He
understands the state and the
people of the state, who are our
primary constituents,” Lubbers
said.
Murray has served as state
treasurer and special policy
advisor to Governor Engler
since 1999. He has also served
as the director of the Michigan
Department of Management and
Budget and acting director of the
Family Independence Agency.
In addition, he has a
background in various areas of
education, including a position

raise money for the house and
Alumni
Heritage
the
Scholarship, which goes to
children of GVSU alumni. The
phone-a-thon is held every year
starting in January and ending in
April, said Steven Nicolet, the
phone-a-thon manager.
“Every major university has a
phone-a-thon,” said Nicolet.
“It’s nothing new. Ours began in
the late 1980s.”
Last year, the phone-a-thon
raised $151 thousand for the

Capital Campaign, and in the
past three years it has raised
more than $350 thousand.
Miller says the Alumni House
was needed on GVSU’s campus
and that the alumni should be
proud of their new home.
“We felt it was a unifying
force,” said Miller. “We needed
a place where alum could
demonstrate pride. The alumni
house is a gift given to the
university.”
Nicolet pointed out that all the
other buildings on campus were
funded by donations, but the
GVSU Alumni House is special.

“This building is paid for in
full from the graduated alumni,”
said Nicolet. “That is why it is
so unique.”
There are many opportunities
to be rewarded for contributions
made to the Capital Campaign,
including a thank-a-thon in the
fall, where students will call all
the contributors and thank them,
and, regardless of the size of the
donation, all pledges are
recognized on a donor board at
the front entry.
If alumni' may make a gift of
their
choice
at
their
convenience.

OSCAR

Dead.” He should have nabbed
a nomination.

MURRAY
continued from page 15
morning is who Mark Murray
is,” Hillegonds said. “He is
straightforward, honest and he
has a devotion to public
service.”
Trustee Donnalee Holton was
the next to cast her vote, which
she strongly did in favor of
Murray. ’
“I have a deep, deep feeling
that Mark Murray will take this
university where it needs to go,”
Holton said. “This is the right fit
for Grand Valley.”
Trustee Jose A. Infante, who
was also a member of the search
committee, favored Cargol
although he stressed that both
candidates could do the job.
Johnson was next to vote.
Prior to announcing her choice,
Johnson explained that she was
the only board member who was
around during the appointment
of Lubbers 32 years ago. She
explained that she speaks as a
real advocate, since her brotherin-law was on the search
committee that selected Lubbers
and joked that presidential
searches run in her family.
“We need to build on the
success we already have,”

ALUMNI
continued from page 1

continued from page 13
Woman”
and
“Steel
Magnolias.”
She won the
Golden Globe for best actress in
a dramatic role and that should
give her the edge she needs to
win.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
FOR BEST ACTRESS
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RENEE
ZELLWEGER
“NURSE BETTY” - Ever
since “Jerry Maguire” her
innocent look is her best quality.
In “Nu£§e, Betty”,it is used to
perfection. She won a Golden
Globe for best actress in a
comedic role and I believed that
gave her a shot at a nomination.
I was denied and so was she.
BEST
ACTOR

■'

SUPPORTING

JEFF
BRIDGES
“THE
CONTENDER” - Playing the
president is not easy and
Bridges did the finest job since
Anthony
Hopkins
played
Richard Nixon a few years ago.
He may not win but it is nice to
see recognition.
WILLEM
DAFOE
“SHADOW
OF
THE
VAMPIRE”
A
very
underrated talent received the
recognition as Nosferatu this
year. His previous nomination
was as an officer in Oliver
Stone’s
Vietnam
drama
“Platoon.”
BENICIO
DEL
TORO
“TRAFFIC” — Being in a great
movie and having a breakout
role is a good combination. He
received critical acclaim in 1995
for his performance in Bryan
Singer’s “The Usual Suspects.”
His turn has come at last.
Winning the Golden Globe
helped his chances immensely.
ALBERT FINNEY “ERIN
BROCKOVICH” - He was the
best choice for Ed Masry, Erin
Brockovich’s
mean
but
ultimately redeemable boss. A
seasoned actor that always gives
audiences the best.
JOAQUIN
PHOENIX
“GLADIATOR” — A breakout
performance as the villainous
Commodus was creepy and
entertaining. He may not win
but the recognition is well
deserved.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
FOR BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR

V,

ROBERT DOWNEY JR.
“WONDER BOYS” - His
personal life may be a shambles
but his performance as Michael
Douglas’s bisexual editor was
engaging and funny.
The
Academy should have had a
revote.
JACK
BLACK
“HIGH
FIDELITY” - Talk about a
scene-stealer. His performance
was immensely funny and
entertaining.
Especially his
rendition of Marvin Gaye’s
“Let’s Get It On" at the end of
the movie.
BILLY CRUDUP “ALMOST
FAMOUS” — As the lead guitar
player for Stillwater, he played
the jerk that everyone loved and
hated at the same time. He
capped off a stellar year with
critical acclaim in performances
in “Jesus’ Son” and “Waking the

BEST
ACTRESS

SUPPORTING

JUDI
DENCH
“CHOCOLAT" - She is the
thespian’s thespian. A great
performance as an embittered
old dame was tons of fun.
MARCIA GAY HARDEN
“POLLOCK” — She balanced
Ed Harris as the estranged wife
very well. She has a shot but it’s
in the dark.
KATE HUDSON “ALMOST
FAMOUS” - She won the
Golden Globe which gives her
power in this elusive category.
Good luck!
FRANCES MCDORMAND
“ALMOST FAMOUS” - She
could have been nominated for
this or “Wonder Boys.” She
won’t win but it was nice to see
a nomination at least.
JULIE WALTERS “BILLY
ELLIOT” — As the teacher of
the Billy she was very touching
and wonderful. She may not
win but again nominations are
nice.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
FOR BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS

as vice president for finance and
operation at Michigan State
University from 1998-99 and as
education policy advisor to
Governor Engler, in which he
headed the implementation of
the Michigan Merit Award. This
award assists high school
seniors moving onto higher
education.
Murray also directs the
Michigan Education Assessment
program testing and is member
of the Detroit Public School
Board. He holds a bachelor’s
degree in economics and a
master’s in labor and industrial
relations from MSU.
His honors include an
honorary doctorate in public
service from Eastern Michigan
University and the Michigan
Public Servant of the Year in
1992. Murray, who has lived in
Lansing his whole life, and his
wife Elizabeth have three
daughters.
“We’re Michigan people and
we love our life,” he said. He
believes that his 20 plus years of
public service will be his key to
successful leadership at GVSU.
“I’ve never failed and I have
complete confidence that I won’t
fail here,” Murray said. “This
institution will succeed, survive
and prosper.”

>f«t for you with 10 fnends!

The Grand Valley
Lanthorn is still
taking applications
for the 2001-2002
school year.
Check out our
advertisement on
page 8.

Volume 35, Number 25
Corrections

Page 1: Financial aid says no to drugs. The cutline on the
picture for this story should have read “Grand Valley Lanthorn
Photo Illustration / Luke Ward”. The photo was a planned
illustration (using tobacco) and does not depict the uctual
construction of a marijuana cigarette.

Page 2: New leader at UM. The headline for this story is
incorrect. It should read 'New leader at Harvard.'
Page 10: Personal ta x e-fding up 35 percent /torn 2(XH). This
story was incorrectly attributed to the I anthom Stall rather than
Frank Domino of the Washington! Post.
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Look for the
GVL’s
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X Private, Wooded Setting on Fillmore S A

A

Spacious, Walk-Out Townhouses
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European Discovery

With Patio

from $975
14 days including Amsterdam,

Less Than 2 Miles from Campus

Paris, and Rome
F

Washers/Dryers in Each Unit
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
MMM.counc1ltravsl.coa

Price is $225 per person

1-800-2COUNCIL
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ZHANG ZYI “CROUCHING
TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON"
— Her performance was
wonderful in this foreign epic.
Too bad she was overlooked.
CONNIE
NIELSEN
“GLADIATOR" — As the sister
to king Commodus, Nielsen
gave a touching performance as
a woman caught between
loyalty and her love for
Maximus.
CATHERINE ZETA-JONES
“TRAFFIC” — As a woman
who finds out that her husband
is a secret drug lord, she gave
depth and understanding to her
role.
BEST DIRECTOR

STEPHEN DALDRY “BILLY
ELLIOT” — Didn’t see the
movie yet, therefore no opinion.
ANG LEE “CROUCHING
TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON”
— Good shot at winning and if
the film wins for best picture,
then history will be on his side.
STEPHEN SODERBERGH
“ERIN BROCKOVICH" &
“TRAFFIC” — Getting two
nominations in the same
category certainly gives a
person a leg up over others but
this doesn’t make him a sure bet.
RIDLEY
SCOTT
“GLADIATOR"
Well
deserved. Scott is master visual
artist.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
FOR BEST DIRECTOR

CAMERON
CROWE
“ALMOST FAMOUS” - From
first frame to last this film was
shot so well and I am utterly
surprised that the Academy
overlooked that.
CURTIS
HANSON
“WONDER BOYS” - Well
crafted like his previous film
“L.A. Confidential.” I guess the
Academy missed him this time.
Well folks, those arc the major
categories and I hope all of you
readers tunc in to ABC on
March 25 at 5 p.m. EST. The
2001 Academy Awards show
should be a great one.

)
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gvldigest Napster use slumps as screening technology takes hold
David Barrnt

Washington Post

from press reports

PsIri unveils newest
IMMHMM CORipVtBft
Palm Inc. on Monday unveiled
its newest handheld computer
devices, the Palm m500 and Palm
m505, in a bid to stay atop the
fast-growing market for personal
digital assistants.
The Santa Clara-based company,
which sold nearly three out of four
handheld computers purchased in
the U.S. last year, said the
monochrome m5(X) is scheduled to
be available in the United States in
late April for an estimated price of
$399. The m5()5, which has a
colour screen, is set to hit stores in
the United States in May with a
retail price of $449, Palm said.
The devices will be offered
internationally about a month after
their U.S. launch. Palm said.

The number of songs being
traded through Napster Inc. has
dropped sharply since the
company began policing its
system for unauthorized songs, a
research firm reported.
Napster
users
were
downloading 50 percent fewer
files as the company beefed up
its
screening
technology
Wednesday,
according
to
Webnoize, a firm that has
followed Napster usage closely.
Before upgrading its system to
block access to infringing
content, the average number of

files shared per Napster user was
172. After the upgrade, the
average number dropped to 71,
Webnoize reported Thursday.
Napster officials continue to
disagree with the recording
industry about the burdens the
company must bear in policing
its system for unauthorized
content.
Napster told U.S. District
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel in a
document filed Monday that
"critical disputes" have arisen
with the recording industry.
The Redwood City-based
company says the record labels
are wrong in thinking the March
5 federal court injunction meant

Toni Preston

Few congressional offices are
coping with a flood of e-mail from
Americans, a problem that
threatens to worsen as the total
climbs beyond the 80 million
messages sent last year, a study
released Sunday says.
House offices get as many as
8,000 e-mails per month, compared
with 55,000 monthly in some
Senate offices. The overall number
is rising by 1 million per month on
average, thanks in part to ease of
use and the efforts of grass-roots
Web sites, reports a nonprofit
organization seeking to improve
the effectiveness of Congress.
Before 1995, few House offices
had e-mail accounts. But that has
quickly changed. House members
received 48 million e-mails in
2000, more than double the
number received in 1998.

fe-ur

Microsoft to unveil .NET
software for nonMicrosoft platforms
Microsoft will unveil new
Ijfrftware next*Week that will allow
Web services created using its
.NET technology to run on
computers that use operating
systems pther than Windows.
"We'll make some
announcements Monday where
we'll have ways for people who are
not running on top of a Microsoft
platform ... to implement our NET
services," Steve Ballmer.
Microsoft's chief executive officer
(CEO), said Monday eyening
while speaking at a dinner hosted
by Silicon Valley non-profit group
The Churchill Club.
Asked if the operating systems
supported will include Linux, seen
by some as a competitor to
Windows. Ballmer replied that
$ey would.

The cellphone is rapidly becoming the new
battleground in Japan's gaming industry, but
companies and analysts are still unsure how to best
harness the nation's undoubted love affair with
mobile communications.
The launch later this week of Nintendo Co. Ltd.'s
new Game Boy Advance handheld console
promises to begin a new era in online gaming by
allowing users to download games and characters
from their Internet-capable handsets.
But while Nintendo sees the cellphone more as a
medium for downloading games, a growing
number of industry players are banking on it
becoming a platform on which to play them.
Behind this vision is the launch in January by
leading mobile phone operator NTT DoCoMo Inc.
of handsets equipped with Java computer
language, which enables mobile users to play

Northwest Airlines' recent
decision to stop paying
commissions to Web sites that sell
its tickets has reverberated
throughout the travel industry, both
online and off.
Travelocity.com has added $10
to all Northwest fares to make up
for the lost commission and
suspects the nation's No. 4 airline
is trying to increase traffic to its
own Web site by squeezing out
competition. Lowestfare.com also
added a $10 surcharge in response.
Brick-and-mortar travel agents
worry the March I policy shift by
Northwest and its partner KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines will not only
be followed by other major
carriers, but that it represents an
effort by the industry to phase out
commissions altogether.

Avi Ben-Yuri

Los Angeles Time

S3 Graphics Inc., the recently formed joint
venture between SonicBlue Inc. and Taiwan’s Via
Technologies Inc., launched Thursday the
successor to its Savage series of graphics
processor chips for notebook computers -- the
SuperSavage processor.
The new chip boasts improved graphics
processing capabilities and support for DDR
(double data rate) or SDRAM (synchronous
dynamic random access memory) memory with
low power consumption. The latter feature is
especially critical in the notebook PC market
where lower power consumption translates into
longer battery life for users on the move.

2002.

Summer classes at Eastern Michigan University
can give you a whole new perspective on the
May-to-September educational experience.

Other features of the chip, which is based around
a 143MHz 128-bit SuperSavage 3D core, include
a 12.5 million triangles per second set-up engine - more than double that of the Savage processor.
The chip also has hardware-accelerated DVD
(digital versatile disc) playback and can support
1,6(X) by 1,200 pixel UXGA (Quad Ultra Extended
Graphics Array) resolutions in full color.
The company hopes the new chip will build on
the success of its Savage IX/MX processors
which, according to the company, have a 20
percent share of the world mobile graphics chip
market. Last year tha company announced deals
with Sony Corp., NEC Corp., Micron Electronics
Inc., Hewlett-Packard Co., IBM Corp. and
Toshiba Corp. to include the processors in their
notebook computers.

For a guest student application or
spring/summer class schedule,
Call: 800.GO-TO-EMU, or
visit www.emich.edu
E-mail: undergraduate.admissions(nernich.edu
graduate.admission5Cuemich.edu
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FUTURE
OMMUNICATIONS
JENISON • 457-5120

A

Digital Quality. Flexible Plans.
Free nights and weekends.

Sounds like a great relationship.
Ffiee

LONG

ffiee
Monthly Access
Anytime Minutes
Nifht 6 Weekend
Total

$29”
250
1,000
1.250

DISTANCE

ACTIVATION

$39"
400
1,000
1.400

\

Next cl Digital Two Way Radio

$49*
600
1,000
1,600

Wireless Web Services

Two-Way Messaging

Digital Cellular

FRGG DIGITAL PHONG
After $50 mail-m rebate

(As if $39.99 a month isn’t
enough of a great business deal.)

All with neu 2-year service agreement

Get 1,000 Mobile-to-Mobile
minutes for just $9.99/ mo

PLUS:

KABOUT OUR RATE PLANS
AT SI9.99 MONTHLY ACCESS.

Get free nights and weekends for one year when you sign up for a
Performance Plus rate plan by March 31, 2001. You’ll also get 300 cellular
minutes and 100 Nextel Direct Connect* digital, two-way radio minutes
each month, all for as little as $39.99 a month And for those of you who
don't work nights or weekends, choose from free domestic long distance or
free Nextel Wireless Web.™ Nextel. More ways than anyone to
communicate with everyone ™

P

CALL OR VISIT US TODAY!

€ Of"*

) Ca*

NEXTEL

COMMUNICATIONS^ INC.
Simple Affordable. National

Joif) if).

verfronwireless
free long distance to all 50 states with calls originating from home calling area Subject to terms of Cellular Service
Agreement & Price Plan Requires credit approval. For Mobile to-Mobile options, all parties must be in our network:
geographic and other restrictions apply Digital service not available in all areas CDMA phone required. After first 24
months, 1,000 Niqht and Weekend minutes no longer app!y and long distance reverts to standard rates. Cannot be
combined with other offers. Usage rounded to next full minute. Unused allowances lost. Taxes, toll & other charges
apply $1 75 early termination fee Weekdays 6am-10pm M-F; Night and Weekend 10pm-6am M F including all day
»«• • Sun. Limited time offer Phone may vary by location Qualcomm is a registered trademark of Qualcomm Inc. ©
2001 Verizon Wireless.

JENISON
7583 COTTONWOOD • JENISON PLAZA
(BEHIND VILLAGE BIKE SHOP)
457-5120

(

How business gets done.™

*UTMO*itio *tr*ittHTAtrvt

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Available at participating locations only. Limited time offer. One year promotional agreement and credit
approval required 5200 early termination fee applies Niqhts and weekends are from 800 pm Ihrouah 7 00
am Monday through Thursday and 8:00 pm Friday through 6:S9 am Monday Other restrictions mav annlv
©2001 Nextel Communications Inc. All riqhts reserved Nextel the Nextel logo. Nextel Direct Connect Nextei
Wireless Web More ways than anyone to communicate with everyone, and Mow business qets done are
trademarks and /or service marks of Nextel Communications Inc. MOTOROLA The Stylized M logo and all other
trademarks indicated as such herein are trademarks of Motorola, Inc. Reg U.S. Pat & Tm Off All oiher
product names and services are the property of their respective owners

COMMUNICATtONS^INC
SERVING GRAND RAPIDS SINCE 1988

(

began to make a dent in online
trading, other services popped
up on the Internet with solutions
to the barrier. These included
several online pig Latin
translators that turned Britney
Spears, for example, into
"Itneybray Earsspay."
At the request of Napster, filesharing firm Aimster has now
removed its pig Latin program
from its Web site.

ND OPENING

ffiutmdo to launch new
Game Bay this week
Japan's Nintendo Co. Ltd. is set
to ignite the biggest battle yet in
the video game market with its
long-awaited launch of Game Boy
Advance, successor to the world's
top-selling Game Boy handheld
machine.
On the surface, the small and
portable game machine is like its
predecessor. Game Boy Color. But
the screen is 50 percent bigger and
its image processor is three-times
faster, running at 32-bits, up from
eight-bits.
Nintendo, whose cumulative
sales of the II -year old original
Game Boy topped 100 million last
year, plans to ship LI million units
of the new version in March with a
target of 24 million by March 31,

games with relatively fast graphics.
Old favorites like Pacman and Tetris are already
available and software houses, including big
names like Sega Corp. and Namco Ltd. as well as
several smaller startups, are scrambling to offer
new titles.
Although games available on mobiles are
nowhere near as complex as those designed for
home consoles like Sony Corp.'s PlayStation 2.
they are cheap to make, easy to play and have a
ready-made customer-base in Japan's millions of
mobile users.
And while the big money is still to be made in
the home console market for now, analysts say
these companies are probably smart to claim an
early foothold in what could turn into a massive
market.
"It's probably best that the companies do get
involved to some extent in network-based games
at this point just to get themselves familiarized
with the technological issues." said Jay Defibaugh,
an analyst at Credit Suisse First Boston.

S3 launches new graphics chip

(*L

WaP sites adding
surcharges te Northwest
faros

access to unauthorized content.
On Tuesday, the company
announced it had signed a deal
with Gracenule, a Berkeleybased company that maintains a
database of more than 12 million
musical works cataloged by
artist and title, including spelling
variations that may have slipped
through Napster's system in the
past.
After the screening technology

Summer school has changed
a lot since you were a kid.

Japanese game makers aim to
harness mobile phone power
Los Angeles Times

Cenarossiraai offices
struggle with growing
amount of e-mail

Napster must search for
infringing content even prior to
proper
notification
from
copyright holders.
Napster says it is unable to
bloc!-, some of the songs because
the recording industry has failed
to supply specific enough
information. But the industry
claims Napster's foot dragging
over particulars is an attempt to
buy more time.
Napster says the industry is
failing to share the workload and
provide required information. It
claims it has spent $15().(MX) and
more than 2.7(H) employee hours
to develop and implement a
screening technology to block

KENTWOOD
3070 BROADMOOR SE • SUITE A
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49512
942-2900
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LOSE WEIGHT! EAT WHAT
YOU LIKE!
WEIGHT
WATCHERS ON CAMPUS
SERVICE. Your super-con
venient dream diet from a
name you trust is coming to
Grand
Valley
State
University! No complicated
counting! Eat pizza, cookies,
fast food-any food you crave
and lose weight. Get infopacked booklets, tons of
super-easy recipes, samples
of our great snack bars and
specialized online support
from
trained
Weight
Watchers staff. You pay just
$59 for 5 weeks. Summer is
just around the corner-regis
ter today over the phone: 1800-572-5727.
Visa,
MasterCard and Discover
accepted. (3/29)
Free Ferret. Comes with
cage, bedding, and food.
Friendly, needs home. Call
892-8898. (3/22) - S

OPPORTUNITY
Fraternities-Sororities-ClubsStudent Groups - Earn
$1000-$2000 this semester
with
the
easy
CampusFundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
No
sales
required.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!

3 bedroom, 2 full baths,
14X70 trailer for sale. All
appliances included, 3 park
ing spaces, air conditioner,
$11,000 OBO. Call Katie @
892-7081. (3/22)-S
FOR SALE: 1990 Crown
Victoria 1986 Chrysler New
Yorker Excellent Condition!
Call Ray or Cheryl (616)
837-8249 (3/22)
97 Dodge Neon. Iris blue.
$39,000 miles.
Great
Condition. Clean. $5250.
Call 457-5276. (3/22)
Set of 4 5 spoke chrome rims
P215/60R14 series tire with
14 inch rim. $400 OBO. Call
Tony @ 892-7770. (3/29)-s
Car for sale. 94 Ford Escort
station wagon, no rust, from
Florida, 44, 000 new miles,
heat/AC,
radio/cassette,
$4900.
Call 901-1847.
(3/30) -s
HOUSING
Off campus student housing,
will rent to individuals or a
group, close to campus.
Homes available now! Call
616-895-9031.
Roommate
needed
for
house. Own bedroom, free
parking. $225/month + utili
ties; close to downtown GR.
Male or female. Call 2939492. (3/29)

Mel 530-1950. (3/29) - S
Off campus student housing,
will rent to individuals or a
group, close to campus.
Homes available now! Call
616-895-9031.
Roommate
needed
for
house. Own bedroom, free
parking. $225/month + utili
ties; close to downtown GR.
Male or female. Call 2939492. (3/29)
Roommate Needed ASAP
and/or summer. 2 Bed, 1.5
Bath, Townhouse 1.5 miles
from
campus.
Rent
$205/$175 Summer.
Call
Kim at 616-895-4001 (land
lord). (3/29)-S
Two,
five
bedroom
Apartments available for
rent, very spacious, 3/4 of a
mile from campus. Rent is
$200 per person. Available
summer/fall.
Call Diane,
895-7802. (3/22)
One bedroom apartment for
rent. Lookout Point, 3 sea
soned porch, walking dis
tance to Eberhart. $360 a
month plus utilities. 878-0642
(3/29)
Two people needed to sub
lease an apartment at
Campus West from May 1 Aug. Call Kristina at 8927465. (3/29) -S

Contact
CampusFundraiser.com at
(888)923-3238
or
visit

•fcwu'llkkundraisercomLooking for a Great
Summer Job? For student
majoring in
Education,
Psychology, Social Work,
Recreation or related fields,
we have the job for you. A
summer job at Camp
Blodgett will look great on
your resume. Camp Blodgett
is an 8 week residential sum
mer camp for disadvantaged
youth ages 9-13 in Kent
County. Spend your summer
on the shores of Lake
Michigan with a great group
of children. Call Carri Ryan,
Program Director, for more
information or an application.
(616)949-0780. (4/12)
FOR SALE
Play station Rainbow Six,
Excellent condition. $10 obo.
Nintendo 64 NHL Breakaway
98 $5 OBO. Call Sarah at
791-2039 (3-22)-s

Roommate Needed ASAP
and/or summer. 2 Bed, 1.5
Bath, ToWrihbtfSSrTS miles
from
campus.
Rent
$205/$175 Summer. Call
Kim at 616-895-4001 (land
lord). (3/29)-S
Two,
five
bedroom
Apartments available for
rent, very spacious, 3/4 of a
mile from campus. Rent is
$200 per person. Available
summer/fall.
Call Diane,
895-7802. (3/22)
One bedroom apartment for
rent. Lookout Point, 3 sea
soned porch, walking dis
tance to Eberhart. $360 a
month plus utilities. 878-0642
(3/29)
Two people needed to sub
lease an apartment at
Campus West from May 1 Aug. Call Kristina at 8927465. (3/29)-S

UnoWn

9mW

Roommate needed May ‘01May ’02. Male or Female.
Near
Rivertown
Mall.
$245/mo + 1/2 utilities. Call
Mel 530-1950. (3/29) - S
Roommate Needed ASAP
and/or summer. 2 Bed, 1.5
Bath, Townhouse 1.5 miles
from
campus.
Rent
$205/$175 Summer.
Call
Kim at 616-895-4001 (land
lord). (3/29)-S
Two,
five
bedroom
Apartments available for
rent, very spacious, 3/4 of a
mile from campus. Rent is
$200 per person. Available
summer/fall.
Call Diane,
895-7802. (3/22)

HsId Wi
Ths Qrsnd VbAsy UNhoaiwStorts! staff
oaws dps and__ ___
not afraid to kwaateMte tea dffB-

SURVICE. Your super-con
venient dream diet from a
name you trust is coming to
Grand
Valley
State
University! No complicated
counting! Eat pizza, cookies,
fast food-any food you crave
and lose weight. Get infopacked booklets, tons of
super-easy recipes, samples
of our great snack bars and
specialized online support
from
trained
Weight
Watchers staff. You pay just
$59 for 5 weeks. Summer is
just around the comer-regis
ter today over the phone: 1800-572-5727.
Visa,
MasterCard and Discover
accepted. (3/29)
Free Ferret. Comes with
cage, bedding, and food.
Friendly, needs home. Call
892-8898. (3/22) - S
Free CD Rack. Holds CDs
via a locking mechanism.
Black Plastic. Good condi
tion. Have no further use for
rack. Call Rick at 895-2460.

OPPORTUNITY
Fraternities-Sororities-ClubsStudent Groups - Earn
$1000-$2000 this semester
with
the
easy
CampusFundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
No
sales
required.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!

Contact
CampusFundraiser.com at
(888)923-3238
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Drop off your Top 11
ideas at the Lanthorn
Office- 100 Commons

Valid only on Sundays.

mm n
Top 11 reasons to drop out of the
GVSU presidential race
11. The smell of cows in Allendale
10. You have an excessive numbers of DUIs
9. Lubber's house has had one too many wild parties
8. You are not Dutch
7. You didn't pass muster with Preacher Tom
6. Couldn't make the switch from Coke to Pepsi
5. No beer bong at the (insert your favorite frat) house

by at least five minutes. Here at GVSU we can't have delays)
3. Everyone else in the administration is bailing
2. Can't afford to donate anymore $ to the Alumni House
1. You might actually win the job

Large
for

$12.99

Summer camp for children
and adults with
developmental disabilities.
June II - August 17

SEEKS APPLICANTS FOR:
Counselors
Outdoor Recreation
Bam and Organic Garden
Equestrian Instructor
Creative Arts
Sports
Lifeguards
Outdoor Living

7509 Cottonwood Drtvo

667-7*7*
Kxplrtt Moy fS, tOOt

Make a difference in someone's life.
Bamer free recreation for all.

Call: 517-673-2050
\\ i ii.

LOSE WEIGHT! EAT WHAT
YOU LIKE!
WEIGHT
WATCHERS ON CAMPUS
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Roommate needed May ‘01May ’02. Male or Female.
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ACROSS
I
KapftaT
4 McNally
12
13
partner
8 Swampy area 15
16
12 Terrorist's
18
weapon
13 OPEC bigwig
21
14 Loosen
15 Manifold
26 27 20
17 Topped a
torte
31
18 Womens34
wear item
19 Every last
37
crumb
21 Flushed
140
22 Spiny-tinned
fish
45 46 47
26 Witness's
50
place
29 Irritate
30 Thoroughfare 53
(Abbr.)
31 Centers
32 Train portion
52 A billion yean
33 Ballet bend
53 Foundations
34 Consumed
54 Stud foe?
3S One of the Brady 55 inseparable
•unch
36 Christmas mail DOWN
decorations
1
37 Scully's partner
2 Blue, In
39 Bishopric
Barcelona
40 Greek vowel
3 Bam attachment
4| PL-f,.
linrlil (form
ami
tel
rrovincuj
4 Put up
of speaking
5 Increased the
45 Gag
volume
48 Bush growth
6 Zilch
50 Saharan
7 Visionary
51 Cheese choice
• Colonial writer

10

11

24

28

14
17
20

122
129

133

132

41
146

43

49

51
54
9
10
11
16
20
23

42

52
55

Fam. member
Citric quencher
Mercury or Man
Whirls
IRumbiatJon unit
- Land (Los
Angrvci f

24 Malevolence
25 BaB-bearing
hams
26 Counterfeit
27
2B First victim
29 Truck driver's

Answers on Page 15

32 Bart ShapeoiV

topktfo

33 Gator Ctete
35
36 Navy butidar
31 Gary Cooper
roll
39
42
43
44
Eftow
Rawrodt
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The Backpage

Cancun Rethinks Its Role as a Mecca for Spring Rreak
Lee Romney
Washington Post

With a drinking age of 18 and plenty of free
booze promotionals, Cancun bills itself as an
alcohol lover's paradise. The promotions have paid
off: Cancun, where the worst of Mexican and
U.S. cultures arguably collide, ranks as the No. 1
destination for U.S. students on spring break,
surpassing Jamaica and once-popular Florida
spots, according to leading student travel brokers.
Talk to officials here, however, and you might
think that Cancun was the capital of the mixed
message. Responding largely to excesses of years
past, the Office of Tourism has stepped up a

FAR
continued from page 13

grasping his arm.
The woman buried her face in
his coat sleeve; off to the side
Lezzy rolled her eyes.
“What happened here, Rena?”
Luke asked, stepping around the
room looking for clues.
“I...I don’t know,” she offered
between sniffles.
“By the time they got me back
here after we left you at the
docking spiral it was nearly
morning. They used all the
medpacs we had on me, and we
all turned in for some rest.”
She wiped her eye with one
sleeve, and continued. “I...I
woke up a little while ago in a
lot of pain, my wounds were
healing but I needed more
medpac painkiller. I couldn’t
make myself wake one of them

campaign to plaster hotel rooms, discos and bars
with English-language posters and placards asking
that students "Be Cool While in Cancun."
Students are asked to sign a code of conduct
when they land at the airport. "I received the
warning note from the local authorities," it says.
"Now I know the rules." Those include: No public
sex or nudity. No drinking or urinating in the
street. No free rides on public transport. And no
rudeness or disruptions of public order.
Cancun officials and tour operators say problems
are far from representative. The vast majority of
tourists are older than 18, they add, and legally
responsible for their behavior.

to go, so I went and found one in
the city myself.” Rena turned to
the wall as she finished.
“When 1 got back, this is how
1 found them.”
Nugero mumbled softly, still
in shock.
“I sensed it, their... deaths....
Sensed it, and it didn’t make a
difference.... not a difference at
all...”
He turned to Luke in
exasperation. “What do we do
now?”
The Jedi was silent for a long
period, thinking.
At last, he nodded to himself
and spoke.
“I think you should come
back with me to the New
Republic, Nugero. I’ve sensed
your potential; there I can help
you train.”
Luke nodded solemnly at the
two bodies.

“There’s nothing left for you
here. Our best move is to get to
my ship, and leave this world.”
“The rebellion will die
then...we’ll let Laplanne win?”
Luke shook his head firmly.
“Someday,
we
will
be
back...Fondor will yet be
liberated.
Not today, but someday.” The
other man considered this, and
nodded in agreement.
“We should leave as quickly as
possible, before the one who did
this comes back," Rena said.
“Come on. I’ll show you the
safest way to your ship.”
She exited the humble and
began casually walking down
the street.
Luke and Nugero followed,
but Lezzy lingered, scowling.
She knelt over the bodies for a
moment, then went to catch up
with the others.

TICKETS
continued from page 1

capacity of the facility being
used. About 1,500 of the 3,000
graduates are expected to
participate in April’s graduation
ceremony.
“It has always been our goal to
provide as many tickets as we
can to students,” Merkle said.
“That is why we moved the
commencement to the Van
Andel Arena.”Merkle said that
in previous years, students could
request more tickets. If there
were any extras, the Dean of

DEGREE
continued from page 1

distinguished in their field,”
Lubbers said in his welcoming
speech.
“Harm de Blij truly presents
the geographic way of thinking
by integrating the physical and
natural
environment
with
people,” said Ron Poitras, chair
of GVSU’s newly established
geography
and
planning
department.
Poitras hopes to model the
new
program
after
the
geography focus of de Blij, and
had him speak at the inaugural
ceremony in September 2000.
Already, de Blij has helped lay
the foundations for a geography
department at GVSU.
Lubbers went on to mention
how GVSU’s “well-led, wellstaffed” geography department

•RAM VALLEY LANTHIRN
Students office would allocate
them on a certain date. However,
in the past few years, there were
no extra tickets and none are
expected for the
spring
commencement of 2001.Merkle
said that he is sorry people are
frustrated about this issue. He
said that they are looking for
alternatives for down the road.
As for now, Dunlap feels that
her hands are tied. She still
hopes to get more tickets. She
said she is going to ask around
in her classes and at GradFest,
where the tickets are actually
distributed, and might even

place a personal ad in the
Lanthom.’i figure I’m bound to
come across someone with extra
tickets,” Dunlap said.
Dunlap suggests that, if people
have extra tickets, they put up a
posting around campus or tell
people in their classes. She
hopes that every seat is full on
graduation day.
This is the fifth year that the
graduation has been held at the
Van Andel Arena, which has a
capacity of 12,098. The
commencement will be held at
10:30 a.m. on Saturday, April
28.

is “moving in the right
direction.”
“Once in awhile the nation
needs a wake-up call,” Lubbers
continued.
“This
nation
definitely needs a wake-up call
in geography.”
The ceremony included music
selections played by organist
William Klimas and Edwin
Joseph on steel drums. One of
the many speeches given was by
December 2000 GVSU honor
graduate Christian Ovalle.
Ovalle praised de Blij for
presenting a “challenge beyond
minimal requirements, pushing
students to excel” and allowing
students to “formulate their own
opinions.”
Ovalle also
mentioned that it is a true honor
to have de Blij’s name
associated with the field of
geography, and that he “helped
gain recognition for the field.”

During the ceremony, de Blij
was praised for creating a bridge
of understanding through lines
on maps, for linking physical
locations with current issues.
De Blij gave a speech entitled
“The Global Challenge of Islam
- A Geographic Perspective.”
He
speculated
on
the
“intensification of Islam” and
the rising of Islam as a political
force, and expressed concern for
the rise in Islam popularity.
Though a serious topic, de Blij
began his speech lightly.
“I’m in trouble,” de Blij
began. “I’m a geographer
without maps.”
De Blij also thanked GVSU
and talked about the geography
department of the university.
“Harvard needs what Grand
Valley already has,” de Blij
explained. “A good geography
department.”

THINKING ABOUT A CAREER IN A COMMUNICATIONS FIELD?
Have your questions answered at:

Communications Career Day
Wednesday, March 28, from 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Pere Marquette Room, Kirkhof Center
Come talk to over 20 communications professionals in various fields...
not just a job fair, but a chance to see your future career possibilities.
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